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Abstract
Examining widely-sold products across dozens of categories in a national scanner database, we
find seasonality in demand is large, pervasive, heterogeneous in its timing across categories,
and primarily driven by changes in the likelihood of households purchasing any product in the
category. At seasonal frequencies, price fluctuations are small and typically countercyclical–
for both advertised and non-advertised products. For most categories, demand becomes more
elastic as it peaks, because incoming households are more responsive to promotional prices.
Thus, countercyclical seasonal pricing patterns can mostly be accounted for by demand-side
factors instead of requiring a supply-side explanation (e.g., “loss leader” pricing).
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Introduction
Seasonal fluctuations in quantities can be significant, so much so that seasonal fluctuations in

GDP growth are larger than those associated with business cycles (Barsky and Miron, 1989). Seasonal fluctuations in prices, however, are small and possibly countercyclical; or prices appear to
fall during periods of peak demand (e.g., Warner and Barsky (1995); MacDonald (2000); Chevalier et al. (2003)). These puzzling pricing patterns have attracted theoretical and empirical interest. Some of the leading explanations for countercyclical prices include increasing returns to
search (Warner and Barsky, 1995), informational advertising (MacDonald, 2000), “loss leadering”
(Chevalier et al., 2003), shifts in brand preferences (Nevo and Hatzitaskos, 2005; Perrone, 2016),
and compositional shifts in consumers (Guler et al., 2014; Bayot and Caminade, 2015; Kwon et al.,
2018; Haviv, 2019). Despite a growing number of explanations, the empirical evidence documenting each have been limited to case studies of product categories, selected for their perceived or
already established seasonality in demand (MacDonald, 2000; Chevalier et al., 2003; Nevo and
Hatzitaskos, 2005; Guler et al., 2014; Bayot and Caminade, 2015; Kwon et al., 2018; Haviv, 2019).
Consequently, many questions remain unanswered including: How prevalent are seasonal fluctuations in demand across product categories for typical retailers? How do the seasonal fluctuations
in demand relate to the overall prevalence and degree of countercyclical pricing? And, which of
the leading explanations seem to be the most prevalent in explaining those broader countercyclical pricing patterns? We answer these questions using all widely-sold products, spanning dozens
of categories, in both a large national retail scanner database and consumer panel.
Our investigation uses UPC-level retail scanner data for 1,427 widely available UPCs (hereafter, “products”) across 41 product categories, sold in 24,500 food, drug, and mass merchandise
stores in the contiguous U.S. We combine these data with the detailed household-trip purchasing
patterns gathered for over 150,000 households across the U.S., as well as information on wholesale
prices and promotional activity. These data offer several advantages. Our comprehensive set of
product categories sold by a wide array of retailers–not selected based on seasonality–permits general conclusions. Our granular price data allow us to avoid biases from any changing composition
of products purchased. The household level data permit us to decompose demand changes into
extensive and intensive margin responses, and document how changing consumer heterogeneity
contributes to changing demand elasticities. The data on wholesale prices and promotions allow
us to investigate a range of alternative theories of countercyclical pricing.
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We have three results. First, seasonality in demand is substantial, pervasive, heterogeneous
in its timing across product categories, and largely driven by extensive margin changes in the
propensity of households to purchase any product in the category. We measure the seasonality
in demand for each category by regressing the average residualized log quantity net of productstore-year fixed effects on a set of month-of-year dummies, and the average residualized log price
also net of product-store-year fixed effects interacted with month-of-year dummies. The estimated
month-of-year effects measure the month-to-month variation in quantities, controlling for possible price differences and movements along the demand curve.1 Our measure of seasonality in
demand is the difference between the maximum and minimum quantity month. We find that,
for the median product category at a fixed price, demand varies by 20 log points from seasonal
trough to peak, and by 10 log points at the 10th percentile. These fluctuations are large relative
to, for example, quantity fluctuations induced by the business-cycle. We find clear seasonality in
demand in obvious categories like soup and frozen novelties, but also in less obvious categories
like cookies.2 Not only are seasonal fluctuations in demand large, they are heterogeneous both in
their magnitude—cookies are less seasonal than soup—and also in their timing. Although many
product categories exhibit demand peaks in December, several peak in June, July, and August.
Using the household-level panel data, we decompose observed seasonal fluctuations in quantities
into an extensive margin component (i.e., does the household purchase any in the category?) and
an intensive margin component (i.e., conditional on purchase, how much is purchased?). We find
a significant role for the extensive margin, which accounts for nearly 90 percent of the seasonal
fluctuations in quantities for the median category.
Our second result is that seasonal fluctuations in prices are small and typically, though not
always, countercyclical. We measure seasonality in prices by comparing how prices change from
the month of trough demand to the month of peak demand. A negative price change means
that prices fall when demand peaks and therefore indicates countercyclical pricing. We find that
roughly two-thirds of seasonal product categories exhibit countercyclical pricing. Moreover, product categories with larger seasonal fluctuations in demand tend to have larger price declines from
peak to trough.3 Despite clear evidence that countercyclical pricing is common, however, we find
1
We address price endogeneity by using the within-chain Hausman (1996)-like instruments proposed by DellaVigna
and Gentzkow (2019).
2
Interestingly, in February 2020 the Bureau of Labor Statistics reclassified cookies as a food item price series not to
be seasonally adjusted in the construction of the CPI (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2020a).
3
Those seasonal fluctuations in demand are measured controlling for prices, and thus should not be interpreted as
being induced by the countercyclical pricing we observe.
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that these seasonal price changes are small: the average category experiences a price change (between demand trough and peak) of only about 2 log points. Furthermore, these price changes
come from a combination of more frequent promotional prices (i.e., sales) and lower base prices,
without any meaningful change in the depth of promotional pricing. We observe similar levels
of countercyclical pricing even if we restrict our attention to products that are not being advertised. Furthermore, we find a modest association between the rate of countercyclical pricing in
wholesale and retail prices.
Our third result is that, for a majority of seasonal product categories, demand becomes more
elastic during seasonal demand peaks. Quantitatively, the seasonality in elasticities can roughly
account for the seasonality in prices. Looking across product categories, observed prices move
roughly one for one with the predicted change in prices implied by the estimated changes in
elasticities and a simple benchmark model of profit maximization. Moreover, returning to the
household panel we document that shoppers that exclusively shop during the peak month of
demand are more associated with purchasing products on promotional price discounts. Overall, these results suggest that seasonal pricing patterns—small and typically countercyclical price
changes—can mostly be rationalized by changes in category level demand elasticities and thus do
not require cross-category nor alternative supply-side explanations, and are consistent with stable
marginal costs of manufacturing across seasons.
Our results contribute to a couple of literatures. First, we contribute to a long-standing debate
in industrial organization about the sources of countercyclical pricing—a debate sparked by the
initial evidence of falling prices during peak demand provided by Warner and Barsky (1995) and
MacDonald (2000) (see also, Hosken and Reiffen (2004a)). Early theoretical work provided novel
explanations for what might drive countercyclical pricing. Some of these explanations include
tacit collusion on the part of firms (Rotemberg and Saloner, 1986), increasing returns to search
for consumers (Warner and Barsky, 1995), as well as the incentive to adopt loss leader pricing
for some goods (Lal and Matutes, 1994). In an effort to evaluate these explanations, Chevalier
et al. (2003) compared the seasonal fluctuations of prices and margins of a major Chicagoland
retailer across a carefully selected set of several product categories–ultimately finding the most
support for the loss leader hypothesis. Subsequent work by Nevo and Hatzitaskos (2005) using
the same data from a Chicagoland retailer and selection of product categories, argued instead that
seasonal shifts in brand preferences are the more likely explanation for countercyclical pricing.
Importantly, much of the reconciliation between these two findings rests on the results surround3

ing the tuna product category. For Chevalier et al. (2003), the countercyclical prices observed in
the tuna product category are crucial because it is one of the few categories in their study that has
its own seasonal demand peak (i.e., during Lent) outside of the aggregate grocery demand cycle
driven by holidays (e.g., during Thanksgiving and Christmas)–limiting the possibility that tacit
collusion or increasing returns to search could explain the results of this product category. Nevo
and Hatzitaskos (2005)’s own analysis of the tuna category–which focuses on the role of product differentiation–indicates compositional effects reflecting shifting preferences during Lent for
cheaper tuna brands together with increases in price sensitivity are more likely to be the primary
drivers of countercyclical pricing (e.g., see also Meza and Sudhir (2006)).
Since then, most empirical work has focused on recovering the specific features of demand
that might explain seasonal shifts in preferences and provide incentives for countercyclical pricing (Guler et al., 2014; Bayot and Caminade, 2015; Perrone, 2016; Kwon et al., 2018; Haviv, 2019;
Gandhi et al., 2020). Reflecting the issues raised by Chevalier et al. (2003) and Nevo and Hatzitaskos (2005) these studies have focused on single, already established highly seasonal product
categories that have their own idiosyncratic demand peak (such as ice cream, soup, champagne,
or tuna). Explanations from this work are often product category-specific, and center on the role of
heterogenous consumer segments, with “seasonal” shoppers having more elastic demand (Guler
et al., 2014; Bayot and Caminade, 2015); stockpiling and endogenous consumption (Kwon et al.,
2018); or the changing incentives to search (Haviv, 2019). These explanations typically share the
reduced-form implication that the demand facing retailers becomes more elastic during seasonal
demand peaks, with some emphasizing the role of the changing composition of consumers.
We contribute to this literature in multiple ways. By studying a broad and comprehensive
set of categories and retailers, we establish that seasonal fluctuations in demand and countercyclical pricing are pervasive phenomena primarily associated with extensive margin changes in
households’ purchasing behavior and are not exclusive to holidays nor a selected set of product
categories. Our broad finding that countercyclical pricing can be rationalized by countercyclical
own-price elasticities also complements the theoretical debate about the causes of countercyclical
pricing. In particular, theories that emphasize cross-category or store-level supply-side effects are
not necessary. Although many models could generate countercyclical elasticities, our final contribution is to show that models emphasizing changing composition of customers are likely to be
broadly applicable, as we find large compositional changes across many product categories, with
customers more responsive to promotional pricing entering the market during periods of peak
4

demand.
We also contribute to a debate in the macroeconomics literature on the flexibility (or “stickiness”) of prices, and the appropriate way to handle temporary price discounts in assessing that
flexibility (e.g., Bils and Klenow (2004); Hosken and Reiffen (2004b); Nakamura and Steinsson
(2008, 2013)). Having an assessment on the rigidity of prices is important, because it is one of the
channels by which monetary policy can have real effects on output. Using the underlying micro
data on prices used for the CPI, Bils and Klenow (2004) include the price changes that arise from
temporary discounts and find the median frequency of price change to be 21 percent per month,
or an implied median duration of four to five months. Nakamura and Steinsson (2008) show that
the frequency of price adjustment and implied flexibility of prices hinges critically on if temporary price discounts are included or not. If temporary price discounts are not included, the median
price change is only about 10 percent per month, or an implied median duration of 8 to 11 months.
Our results indicate a modest amount of nominal price changes through discounts and changes
to their frequency are likely to arise from anticipation of seasonal demand fluctuations and the
shifting composition of consumers. Fluctuations which are otherwise orthogonal to business cycle
considerations, and mostly set some time in advance (Anderson et al., 2017). Thus, our results
support the view that nominal price changes that arise from price discounts and even some of
the seasonal fluctuations in regular prices are unlikely to contribute meaningfully to the overall
flexibility of the aggregate price level that are the focus of many macroeconomic models. In this
way, our empirical results are most consistent with the theory of Guimaraes and Sheedy (2011),
who show in a macroeconomic business cycle model that while firms use temporary discounts
to price discriminate between low- and high-price elasticity consumers–that it is the adjustment
of regular prices that largely governs the overall degree of sluggishness in the price level and its
response to demand shocks including monetary shocks.4 Interestingly, a key feature of this result
involves that firms have an incentive to avoid holding sales simultaneously–another prominent
feature of retail prices (Hitsch et al., 2019).
4
Kehoe and Midrigan (2015) is another example of a macroeconomic business cycle model that is able to capture
many of the empirical features of temporary price discounts, but where they otherwise do not contribute significantly
to the overall flexibility of the aggregate price level.
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Theoretical Framework
We begin by considering a simple model of seasonal pricing, for a firm with some market

power. The model guides our empirical analysis, and is therefore intended to be applicable to
a wide variety of product categories. We therefore abstract from some salient features of the retailer’s pricing decision, such as if consumers are able to store.
We assume the (residual) demand curve for the single-product monopolist at time t is given
by Qt (Pt , At ) = At Dt (Pt ), where Pt is the price charged by the monopolist. This form of demand
is quite general and is consistent with many demand forms used in applied work (e.g., linear,
constant elasticity). It allows for two potentially distinct sources of seasonal fluctuations: changes
in the At , which affect the scale of demand but not the elasticity nor convexity of demand, and
changes in the shape, Dt , which can affect both (Mrázová and Neary, 2017). We assume costs to
supply Qt are given by Ct (Qt ). Under a set of regularity conditions, the profit-maximizing price
of the monopolist is given by the following equation:

Pt⋆ =

ηt
C′
ηt + 1 t

where ηt is (the negative of) the price elasticity of demand, ηt (Pt ) ≡

(1)
Dt′ (Pt )Pt
′
Dt (Pt ) , and Ct

is the marginal

cost of the monopolist.5 Importantly, the price elasticity of demand—which contributes to the ultimate price markup over marginal cost—is an equilibrium object that can vary with the monopolist’s price.
This pricing equation outlines three potential explanations for countercyclical prices. First, is
exclusively a demand-side explanation: seasonal fluctuations in demand could induce the firm to
price on a more elastic part of the demand curve during seasonal demand peaks. In our framework, this would put structure on how the shape of demand, Dt (·), varied seasonally (and possibly with At ).6 Several possible explanations exist for why the shape of demand might change including shifting brand preferences (Nevo and Hatzitaskos, 2005; Perrone, 2016), search intensities
(Warner and Barsky, 1995), or changing composition of shoppers, with seasonal shoppers exhibiting more price sensitivity. Regardless of the mechanism, changes in the shape of demand during
5

We use the negative of the price elasticity of demand to align more closely with our empirical specification.
For instance, if (inverse) demand took the Bulow and Pfleiderer (1983) form, p(x) = δ + ρx−ϕ , then as demand
expanded through changes in δ, demand would also become more elastic at any given price level, a sufficient condition
for countercyclical pricing under constant marginal costs.
6
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seasonal demand peaks could lead to countercyclical prices. And, do so absent any changes in
marginal cost–either through seasonal changes in marginal cost or increasing returns to scale. Second, is exclusively a supply-side explanation: marginal costs could have seasonal fluctuations.7
These fluctuations would generate price changes and (opposite signed) quantity changes consistent with movements along the demand curve. These fluctuations would lead to a negative
correlation between prices and quantities at seasonal frequencies, albeit without any changes in
demand. Moreover, this explanation does not require that the change in price reach a more elastic part of the demand curve. Third, is a combination of supply and demand, operating through
increasing returns to scale, (i.e., decreasing marginal costs). With such costs, increases in demand
(such as from shifts in At ) can lead to price declines through movements down the marginal cost
curve. Like the previous explanation, this one also does not require that the change in price reach
a more elastic part of demand. Given the set-up, all three explanations for countercyclical pricing
could be applicable as it relates to the pricing incentives of product manufacturers as well as retailers with a suitable adjustment to the particular set of prices (retail versus wholesale) and costs
(wholesale versus manufacturing) being examined (e.g., Besanko et al. (2005)).8
So far we have abstracted from a fourth potentially important explanation, which is not relevant for a single product firm but is for a multiproduct one: A multi-product firm might use a
seasonal product as a “loss leader,” meaning that it prices the seasonal product below marginal
cost to attract more traffic to its location and drive sales across its other product lines (Lal and
Matutes, 1994). Loss leadering has two important implications. First, the prices of loss leaders
must be advertised, else it is difficult for the loss leader to pull in customers. Second, loss leadering may be a profitable strategy for retailers, but not for manufacturers, because the benefits of
loss leadering exist across the retailers’ product lines. These implications suggest loss leader pricing will have difficulty explaining countercyclical pricing behavior that is not advertised, as well
as countercyclical retail pricing that appears coordinated with movements in wholesale prices.
To take this framework to the data, we require a flexible approach to demand estimation, that
permits us to estimate how the level and elasticity of demand vary at the seasonal frequency,
adjusting for possible price changes over the year. To accomplish this, we take a period-specific
7
By focusing on seasonal fluctuations in marginal costs, we abstract from fluctuations that arise from business cycle
considerations or other secular trends like say in commodity costs. These considerations, however, are unlikely to be
able to explain the seasonal fluctuations in quantities we find prevalent in our sample.
8
How retailers and manufacturers might seasonally adjust their shares of the surplus created over the entire vertical
supply relationship is beyond the scope of this paper, and is likely to be heavily influenced by features of trade deals
that are largely unobservable to us (Nijs et al., 2010).
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log first order approximation of our demand function around the average price P which yields
the following functional form for demand in period t:

qt = αt + ηt (pt − p) + εdt ,

(2)

where αt = ln (At )+ln Dt (P ), ηt implicitly is evaluated at P , and qt and (p) pt denote the logarithm
of quantities and (average) prices, respectively. The εdt represents approximation error.9 Consistent estimates of αt and ηt allow us to identify: (i) periods of seasonal demand peaks (when αt is
maximal); (ii) the countercyclicality of prices; and (iii) whether seasonal changes in demand elasticities (i.e., in ηt ) are sufficient to account for the observed price changes, or whether time-varying
and/or decreasing marginal costs or other pricing incentives are necessary.
As a useful benchmark, we calculate the change in the logarithm of optimal prices (p⋆t ) between
periods t and t′ , implied by any changes in the estimated elasticities assuming marginal costs are
constant between periods:
∗



∆t,t′ p = ln



ηt
ηt + 1




− ln

ηt′
ηt′ + 1


(3)

This benchmark is useful for assessing the extent to which time varying marginal costs (stemming
from either increasing returns or shifts in the marginal cost function) are necessary for rationalizing observed price changes between t and t′ . If observed price changes are similar to ∆t,t′ p∗ ,
there is less need for marginal costs to vary seasonally in order to explain countercyclical prices. If
observed price changes are more negative than ∆t,t′ p∗ , this is evidence that either marginal costs
have fallen from t to t′ , or else the firms might be responding to other pricing incentives.

3

Data
We use three main data sources, all from Nielsen. First is the 2006-2014 Retail Scanner Data

(RMS), a store-week panel recording prices and revenue for each product (i.e., UPC) with positive
revenue, as well as store-level information such as chain affiliation and location. The data contain,
for a subset of store-weeks, product-level information on promotional activities. The data have
broad coverage; up to 41,000 retail stores, representing each continental state, are included. These
stores generate more than half the revenue coming from all food and drug stores, and about a
9

In the empirical analysis as a robustness check, we show our results are not sensitive to using a second order
approximation.
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third of the revenue from mass merchandise (Nielsen, 2018). Our second data set is the 20062014 Consumer Panel Data (HMS), a household panel recording, for each shopping trip, the store
visited, the prices and quantities paid for each product purchased, and whether the consumer
perceived the purchase as a deal. Our final dataset is Promodata, which contains wholesale price
information as well as any available trade deals from one of the major wholesalers in each market
(i.e., DMA) over the period 2006–2012.

Sample selection
Selecting retail formats, chains, and stores. We begin by excluding convenience stores and gas
stations, to focus our analysis on stores and chains for which grocery sales represent a major component of overall sales, and thus, for which the pricing decisions of those products are particularly
salient to the retailer.10
Next, we impose restrictions at the store- and chain-level. The main goal of these restrictions
is to ensure that each store’s chain is well-measured, because chain ownership is important for
our instrumental variables strategy and for our price measurement. We define a chain as a unique
combination of parent-code (company) and retailer-code found in the Nielsen dataset. This has
the effect of treating stores with different banner names (e.g., Safeway and Jewel-Osco), but the
same parent holding company (e.g., Albertson’s), as different chains. Then, we drop stores that
either: (i) switch chains, (ii) are in the data for only one year, or (iii) do not show up in the Nielsen
Consumer Panel (HMS). We drop single-year stores because our main empirical specifications
include store-product-year fixed effects, and we drop stores not in the Consumer Panel to ensure
our store-level and household-level data sets are comparable. At the chain level, we drop a chain
if it does not appear in at least eight of the nine years of our panel, or if its chain affiliation appears
invalid. In the Nielsen data, sometimes a given retailer-code is assigned to multiple parent-codes.
In such cases, we keep only the modal parent-code–retailer-code combinations, and we drop all
parent-code–retailer-code combinations in which the modal combination accounts for less than 80
percent of stores.11 Although these screens are helpful in facilitating our empirical analysis, they
do not substantially diminish the coverage of our sample; the total revenue in our analysis sample
of stores is about 87 percent of the total revenue in the Retail Scanner Data (see Appendix Table
A.3). The top panel of Table 1 reports the summary statistics at the store-level for our final sample
10

Our sample restrictions are identical to those used by DellaVigna and Gentzkow (2019).
At the product-level, we also limit to chain-years in which we are always able to impute missing prices (as described
later in this section).
11
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of stores, as well as total revenue for our sample products, defined next.
Selecting products. Because prices are unobserved for products with zero sales, we limit our
analysis to widely sold products.12 To do so, we start with the 41 product categories (i.e., Nielsen
modules) used by DellaVigna and Gentzkow (2019).13 These are among the most common product
categories. This set of categories includes a wide variety of products, including obviously seasonal
ones such as canned soup, and apparently unseasonal ones such as toilet paper and cat food.14
Collectively, revenue from these categories makes up 37 percent of overall revenue in the Nielsen
data for our sample of stores. Within these product categories, we limit our analysis to the set
of products that are widely available, defined as having positive sales in more than 80% of storeweeks for a given channel-year.15
This selection of categories and products suits our investigation for multiple reasons. First,
these product categories represent a broad and diverse set, not selected for their seasonality. Second, they represent a set of product categories which are common across many chains, and across
many markets. Both of these features allow us to measure the overall prevalence of seasonal fluctuations of demand and countercyclical pricing in retail markets.
The key reason for our focus on widely available products is that it moderates biases arising
from the fact that prices are only observed when quantities are positive. Alternative solutions to
this problem include aggregating over heterogenous products, or aggregating over stores and/or
weeks, or dropping observations with zero sales (see also, Gandhi et al. (2020)). These alternatives
are less appealing in our context as they result in either compositional effects, or biases in price
elasticity estimates as units purchased are much more likely to be zero during periods of above
average prices. Our definition of widely available products means that private label (or store
brand) products are not included in the analysis. Our final sample comprises of 1,427 products,
which make up 30.3 percent of total revenue across our set of categories.16 The bottom panel
of Table 1 reports the summary statistics of our final sample of products, which accounts for an
12

Restrictions of this type are common among studies using Nielsen data; see Eichenbaum et al. (2011); DellaVigna
and Gentzkow (2019); Strulov-Shlain (2019).
13
These categories are also broadly similar to those used by Hoch et al. (1995). Our analysis of seasonality excludes
two product categories from our original selection, but for which our seasonal estimates have very high standard errors
(described in more detail below). These two categories are: Antacids and Fruit Drinks–Other Container.
14
Appendix Table A.5 lists the categories.
15
More specifically, a “product” is defined to be a unique combination of UPC and UPC version reported by Nielsen.
We thank DellaVigna and Gentzkow (2019) for sharing their list of products studied.
16
For all the product categories we observe sales from our sample of products for every month from 2006–2014. At the
individual product level, we observe sales for over 7 years for the median product, and only 18 products are observed
for only one year.
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average of $407k dollars of revenue per store-year.
Selecting households. The Consumer Panel consists of 137,359 households, each of which records
the purchases (and prices for those product purchases) they make for every shopping trip to a
retailer over the year. The bottom panel of Table 1 reports a selection of summary statistics of the
Consumer Panel. All of the analysis with the Consumer Panel is done at the product category
level (i.e., Nielsen module), and includes all the products (i.e., UPCs) and shopping trips recorded
by the households. For each category, a household-year is dropped in the event that household
does not purchase any product in that category at any point in the year. We aggregate to the
household-week-category level (summing over trips within the week and products within the
category) and record total purchases, whether a household has any purchases, and the amount
purchased if positive. Finally, we also gather information on the quantity weighted average price
of purchases and the share of products purchased on sale/promotion, for each household-weekcategory conditional on any purchases.

Quantities, prices, and advertising
Quantities. Quantities—units sold—are directly reported in the Nielsen data. In weeks with
zero units sold, Nielsen reports a missing value for quantities, which we impute as zero. Because
of our sample selection criteria, observing zero quantities sold is a rare event: a given store-weekproduct has zero quantity in 0.32 percent of cases.
Prices. Prices are not directly reported by Nielsen, but revenue is. We define price as revenue
per unit sold at the store-week-UPC level. Average per unit revenue is likely close but not exactly
equal to posted prices. There are two sources of discrepancy, as Einav et al. (2010) explain, and has
been documented in other scanner datasets (e.g., Eichenbaum et al. (2014)). First, some shoppers
use loyalty cards to get a discount. Second, the Nielsen week is Sunday to Saturday, but some
stores change prices midweek, so average per unit revenue is a quantity-weighted average of the
two posted prices occurring during that seven-day period.
As we do not observe prices for store-weeks with zero sales, we impute prices in those weeks
as the median price of other stores in the same chain-state-week. This imputation is likely accurate
given the near-uniform pricing within stores of the same chain (DellaVigna and Gentzkow (2019);
Hitsch et al. (2019)). This imputation fills in prices for nearly all zero quantity weeks.17
17

In most specifications, we work with the log of quantity, which means the zero quantity weeks are dropped. We
use the imputed prices in these weeks when estimating seasonality in prices and in specifications that work with the
inverse hyperbolic sine of quantity instead of the logarithm.
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Base and promotional prices. In some of the analysis, we distinguish between “base prices”
(i.e., regular prices) and promotional prices (i.e., sale prices). Nielsen does not identify promotional prices.18 To overcome this issue, we developed an algorithm to identify base and promotional prices.19 The basic idea is that, given a store’s time series of observed prices, the base price
should be common and high, whereas promotional prices should be intermittent and low. Thus,
in each week the algorithm looks for the base price as the highest price in prior and subsequent
weeks. To avoid sensitivity to measurement error in prices, we apply a filter to the time series
of prices that resembles a mini-max program. We select the width of the window of the filter to
ensure a low false negative rate for base price changes. Our approach, similar to the approach of
Hitsch et al. (2019), has three particularly appealing features: It is fast to implement, feasible for
thousands of stores and products, is robust to measurement error in prices (both positive and negative), and requires little researcher discretion. Given a measure of a store’s base price for every
week from the algorithm, we define promotion periods as ones when actual prices are at least 10
percent below the base price.
The algorithm yields sensible results in our data. Appendix Table B.1 show that the median
store-year has four base prices in the data, which means it changes base prices three times a year.
Base prices therefore change relatively infrequently, consistent with other findings in the literature
(e.g., Nakamura and Steinsson (2013)). Additionally, products are on promotion on average 22%
of the time with an average discount of 24%. Though these statistics mask the underlying variation that exists in the promotional practices across stores and categories, they are consistent with
the comprehensive assessments reported within the CPI for food items,20 as well as fall mostly in
line with the promotional frequency statistics reported by Hitsch et al. (2019). Over a larger set of
products, Hitsch et al. (2019) report promotional frequencies of 0.011 at the 5th percentile (of products) to 0.37 at the 95th percentile, with an average of 0.147. Some of the increase in promotional
frequency present in our sample is likely attributable to our focus on widely available products, as
retailers often promote the more popular products within a category (Hosken and Reiffen, 2004a).
18
Some of the literature examining prices relies on the distinction between sales and regular prices reported by the
BLS (e.g., Bils and Klenow (2004); Nakamura and Steinsson (2008, 2013)). For a selection of stores, Nielsen reports
“feature” and “display” flags at the product level. Though correlated, these activities are not directly linked to running
a promotional price–or discount.
19
Appendix B provides details of and evidence validating the algorithm. Simpler approaches, such as researcherspecified thresholds (Hendel and Nevo, 2013), or using the modal value over some time period (Hendel and Nevo,
2003; Hosken and Reiffen, 2004b; Hendel and Nevo, 2006b; Eichenbaum et al., 2011), may work well for particular
applications, but are likely restrictive when applied to dozens of chains and thousands of products.
20
Klenow and Kryvtsov (2008) report that 15 percent of all prices for the underlying food items in the CPI are promotional prices.
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Wholesale prices. We use data from Promodata, which records the wholesale price data and
trade deals offered by single wholesaler from a given market and year. The wholesale price and
trade deal information is available at the individual UPC level.21 We match these data to our analysis sample of products. Appendix Table A.4 reports the share and total number of products in
each of product categories that have some wholesale price information available over the sample.
Broadly speaking, the overall coverage of products in Promodata is good, with just over 70 percent of our widely available products having some wholesale price information. However, this
coverage is tied to particular product categories. For instance, many product categories including
canned soup, chocolate and non-chocolate candy, frozen Italian entrees, and ready-to-eat cereal
all have over 90 percent of products covered in Promodata–with some of these product categories
having in excess of 90 individual products within them. For other product categories, however,
the coverage is non-existent. For instance, carbonated soft drinks, fresh eggs, fresh fruit, beer and
light beer, and pain and cold remedies all are categories in which the wholesalers surveyed in
Promodata do not distribute any products.
Several issues regarding the measure of wholesale price provided by Promo data are worth
noting. First, while one of the larger wholesaler’s in an area are likely to have contracts with
many of the grocery/retailers in the area–we do not observe directly which retailers (say in the
Nielsen scanner dataset) are contracting with this particular wholesaler. Moreover, the set of grocery/retailers that are likely to contract with a regional wholesaler and for which products could
be distinct for many reasons. For instance, larger retailers (e.g., Kroger and Safeway) are unlikely to contract through wholesalers, and instead procure their selection of products directly
with manufacturers. Product lines from smaller manufacturers are also more likely to be ones that
handle their distribution through wholesalers. Another issue with the wholesale price information
coming from the major regional wholesaler is that it misses all of the trade deal and contractual
arrangements made directly between manufacturers and retailers. These contracts–typically negotiated on an annual basis–involve not only setting a wholesale price and distribution terms,
but also a range of other dimensions that could affect the relevant wholesale price and pricing
incentives for the retailer including trade allowances, slotting fees, and the scheduling of in-store
displays (e.g., Anderson and Fox (2019)). These issues indicate that there is a limit to the extent the
wholesale price and trade deal information from a single major wholesaler in the market reflects
21

For many products (i.e., UPC’s), there are different unit values depending on the “pack size”–typically reflecting
volume discounts. Thus, for the analysis using the wholesale price information, we treat each UPC and pack size as a
separate “product”.
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the wholesale price/trade deals available to each of the retailers in that particular market for any
given product-week.
Advertising. Finally, we use the promotional activities captured by the feature and display
indicators reported by Nielsen. Nielsen only reports the feature and display indicators for a subset
(about 20 percent) of “audited stores” which can vary week to week.22 “Featured” products are
defined as those in newspapers, online, or in mailers. Featured items are often discounted but
this is not a requirement. “On display” products are defined as those available in a “secondary
location [in the store] that is non-permanent and intended for merchandising purposes,” such as
the front of the store or the end of an aisle (Nielsen, 2018). Here again, an item on display need
not have a price discount.

Representativeness of our sample
Our selection of widely available products may cause us to understate the prevalence and size
of seasonal demand fluctuations, as well as the rate of countercyclical pricing. Products that
are available year round but rarely sold off-season—sunscreen or mittens, for example—are not
present in our sample, but they likely have highly seasonal demand. Products that are seasonally
unavailable are also excluded from our sample, and during the off-peak season their price is essentially infinite (and hence their prices are highly countercyclical). Thus, we think that our sample
selection approach is, if anything, conservative for measuring the seasonality of demand and the
rate of countercyclical pricing. A notable concern is that by omitting these seasonally available
categories, we omit natural candidates for products that might be used as a loss-leader.
Nonetheless, several pieces of evidence indicate that our selection of widely available products
is unlikely to have led to a terribly unrepresentative set of products within the selected categories.
First, the selected products make up 30% of overall revenue for these product categories. For the
median product category our sample of products make up 17% of category level revenue. In only
a quarter of the categories–mostly concentrated in the refrigerated categories–does the sample
of products make up less than 10% of total category revenue.23 Second, the sample of widely
available products appears broadly similar to the rest of the products in the category on other
dimensions like price. The average price of the products in our sample of products tracks the
22
For 2013-2014, Nielsen includes a flag for audited store-weeks. For the earlier years, we impute a store-week as
audited if at least one of its products had feature and display advertising.
23
Specifically, our sample of products make up less than 10% of revenue in the following categories: baby milk and
milk flavoring, dog food, ice cream, lunch-meat, refrigerated entrees, shredded cheese, refrigerated milk, fresh eggs,
fresh fruit, liquid detergents, cold remedies, pain remedies, and disposable diapers.
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average price of the other branded products quite closely. In the median product category, the
prices of the widely available products in the sample are less than 1 percent higher than the prices
of the other branded products in the category.
One way that our sample of products is unrepresentative is that we omit private label brands.
We believe this is appropriate, for three reasons. First, for the products where the grocery chain
private label brand itself is a critical non-price attribute of the product (e.g., Kroger Private Selection is a relatively high-quality brand), we only have a single retailer that provides it. For these
products, we cannot distinguish product-specific from retailer-specific factors. Second, to avoid
disclosing the identify of any individual chain, all private label products for a similar product (e.g.,
vanilla ice cream) are given the same product name. Thus, to have multi-retailer observations for
a particular private label product would require aggregating across different UPCs across retailers
that we are not able to directly identify. Given the evidence that most variation in demand characteristics, even at the local market level, exist across retail chains as opposed to across stores within
the same chain (DellaVigna and Gentzkow, 2019; Hitsch et al., 2019), we avoid the compositional
issues associated with including these products by dropping them. The consequence of omitting
private label brands, however, is unlikely to have a large impact on our analysis as those products
make up a total of 16% of revenues in our product categories, and in the median category private
label brands make up 12% of category revenue.

Residualization and aggregation
We analyze seasonal fluctuations in quantities, prices, and demand elasticities after aggregating across products to the category-chain-market-week level. We aggregate across products
primarily to improve the precision of our estimates. This aggregation loses little information
about seasonality because seasonal changes in demand are likely highly correlated across products within a category; earlier versions of this article investigated product-level seasonality and
found similar results. We aggregate across stores within a chain market, to the category-chainmarket-week level, because most of the price variation is at the chain-week level (DellaVigna and
Gentzkow, 2019; Hitsch et al., 2019), and our identification strategy makes use of within-chain,
cross-market variation. This aggregation therefore further improves efficiency and eases the computational burden.
Our aggregation to the category level is consistent with prior research on seasonality, which
often looks at category level seasonal shocks, e.g., Chevalier et al. (2003). However, a possible
15

limitation of aggregating to the category level is that it abstracts from the role of product differentiation within a product category and how the composition of purchased products may change at
seasonal fluctuations, generating the spurious appearance of countercyclical pricing when posted
prices remain stable (Nevo and Hatzitaskos, 2005; Meza and Sudhir, 2006). To avoid these compositional effects influencing our results, we first demean the data by taking out product-store-year
effects.
To demean the data, for a given variable xijst observed for product i, store s, and week t, we
construct x̃ist = xist − x̄isy , where x̄isy is the mean of x for product i in store s and year y.24 All variables in our models (quantity, measures of price, or price measures, as well as unemployment) are
demeaned thusly. When we work with nonlinear transformations of the data (e.g., log transformation or indicators for promotional pricing periods), we first take the nonlinear transformation
and then demean.
We then aggregate to the category-chain-DMA (i.e., market)-week level; this is the unit of
analysis in almost all of our analysis. To aggregate, we take the simple average of x̃ist within
category j (to which i belongs), chain c (to which s belongs), DMA d (to which s belongs), and
week t. This yields x̃jcdt . For notational convenience, hereafter we will refer to x̃jcdt as simply
xjcdt .
The key advantage of our demeaning approach, which implicitly controls for very detailed
product-level fixed effects, is that it mitigates the concerns our results are driven by compositional effects. For instance, by taking out store-product-year mean prices, we remove any seasonal changes in category-level prices that are driven by the changing composition of purchased
products, or by changing composition of stores visited. By construction, the demeaned prices and
quantities will average to zero within a chain-category-market-year. However, the demeaning
does not affect within-year seasonal fluctuations, our object of interest.

4

Empirical approach to measuring seasonality

Seasonality in demand
To measure seasonality in demand, we estimate the empirical analog of our demand equation
(i.e., Equation 2) at the category-level, separately for each category j in our sample. As described
24

For reasons described below, in most of the analysis we exclude holiday weeks. In those cases, we also exclude
holiday weeks from the calculation of xisy .
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above, we work with quantity, price, and unemployment data demeaned net of store-product-year
means, and aggregated to the category-chain-DMA-week level. Letting c index chains, d DMAs,
t weeks, and y years, our approach to measuring seasonality in demand starts with the following
regression:

ln Qjcdt =

12
X

αjm 1 {Montht = m}

m=1

+ ηj (ln Pjcdt − ln Pjcdt ) +

12
X

ηjm 1 {Montht = m} (ln Pjcdt − ln Pjcdt )

(4)

m=1

+ γi unemploymentcdt + θjcdy + εqjcdt .
This regression involves regressing log quantity (ln Qjcdt ), on a set of month-of-year dummy variables, log price (ln Pjcdt ) in addition to its interaction with month-of-year dummy variables, the
local unemployment rate, and a set of category-chain-DMA-year fixed effects (θjcdy ).25 Although
we aggregate to the category level, our approach of demeaning all of the variables implicitly controls for a very detailed set of store-product-year fixed effects. We further demean prices relative
to the chain-DMA-year average, to facilitate interpretation.26 Furthermore, all of the coefficients
are category specific. We estimate Equation 4 category-by-category and cluster standard errors at
the chain level.
In estimating Equation 4, we use two normalizations. We set

P

m αim

= 0 and

P

m ηim

= 0.

These normalizations imply that the αim terms can be interpreted as the monthly deviation from
store-year average demand, and the ηim terms as the monthly deviation from store-year average
elasticities. Both normalizations are natural in the context of seasonality (e.g., Suits (1984)).
We interpret Equation 4 as the category-level residual demand curve facing a given retailer,
the empirical analog of the demand curve in our benchmark model. Given this interpretation, a
natural measure of the seasonality in demand for product category j is

Amplitudej = max αjm − min αjm .
m

m

25
We use the reported end of week date to assign each week in our sample to the particular month. Alternatively,
we have confirmed apportioning the share of a week that falls across adjacent months does not meaningfully affect the
results (e.g., see the fifth row of Appendix Table A.6).
26
We demean prices in this way so that we can interpret the month fixed effects as the change in demand at the
average price (which would otherwise be αjm + ln Pjcdt ). The demeaning does not affect the estimates except in
mechanical ways, because we implicitly control for the product-store-year mean price through the product-store-year
fixed effects.
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This is the difference in log quantities between the month with maximal sales and the month with
minimal sales, for a given category-chain-market, holding prices fixed at their category-chainmarket mean. We can also use the estimates to obtain peak and trough demand months:
mj

= argmaxm {αjm }

(5)

mj

= argminm {αjm } .

(6)

These are the months when the level of demand achieves its minimum or maximum.
This data-driven approach is valuable when studying seasonality across a wide array of products, like we do, because it would be difficult a priori to specify the seasonal patterns for an arbitrary set of categories. A potential limitation of a data-driven approach, however, is that it risks
conflating price-induced shifts along the demand curve with seasonal changes in demand. Our
specification addresses this potential concern by explicitly adjusting for prices movements, where
this adjustment is allowed to vary at the monthly frequency. Additionally, to avoid confounding
the possible variation in the price elasticity of demand induced by any changes in price, as a robustness check we also include the square of the logarithm of prices in the demand specification
and find qualitatively similar results to our baseline specification (see Section 6).
The natural plug-in estimator for the seasonal amplitude of demand is:
Amplitudej = max α̂jm − min α̂jm ,
m

m

where α̂jm is the estimated value of the month-of-year effect. In the absence of any seasonal shifts
in demand, so that αjm = 0 for every month, estimation error will generally mean that some
αjm are positive and some are negative, producing a positive estimate of the seasonal amplitude.
More generally, estimation error increases the expected difference between estimated maximal and
minimal α’s, potentially biasing seasonal amplitudes upward. In practice, however, this concern
is likely minor in our setting, for two reasons. First, the bias from estimation error is most severe
for non-seasonal products; if there is a true, large difference in demand between peak and trough
month, then we will be very likely to identify these months correctly, avoiding bias. Indeed, in
Appendix Section D we present placebo tests that let us measure the bias (under the null hypothesis of no seasonality). This bias is small, about 4 percent of estimated amplitudes on average,
and never more than 15 percent of the amplitude. Second, this bias is a problem for estimating
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quantity amplitudes only. However, much of our focus is on estimating how prices and demand
elasticities vary between peak and trough months. These estimates are not biased, because (as we
explain below) we do not condition on the maximal/minimal price or elasticity month.
Using unemployment effects as a benchmark. Ideally, we would have a benchmark to assess whether observed seasonal fluctuations in demand are large. We obtain such a benchmark
by including as an additional regressor the local (county-specific) unemployment rate, a natural
measure of the stage of the business cycle.27 Using the local unemployment rate as a measure of
the business cycle has been used in other settings including those examining scanner data (e.g.,
Coibion et al. (2015)). Including this regressor does not substantially affect any of our estimates,
but the size of its effects provides a useful benchmark, letting us compare the size of fluctuations
driven by seasonal shifts in demand to those induced by business cycle considerations.
Abstracting from holiday effects. In estimation, we exclude all weeks that include a major
holiday. The major holidays include New Years, the Superbowl, Memorial Day, July 4th, Labor
Day, Thanksgiving, and Christmas.28 To ensure consistency, we drop holiday weeks in both the
analysis involving the Retail Scanner and Consumer Panels. We abstract from these weeks primarily because of the difficulty of identifying any holiday-specific changes in demand elasticities for
every product category. This difficulty is made more severe given our already flexible approach
towards estimating the seasonal changes in the level and elasticity of demand at the monthly frequency for each category. Our empirical strategy uses within product-chain-year price variation,
essentially looking at chain-wide discounts or changes in regular prices. To the extent products
and product categories do not exhibit price discounts (or regular price changes) during holidays,
it would be impossible to identify holiday specific shifts in price elasticities of demand.
The overall difficulty in identifying holiday-specific changes in demand elasticities limits our
ability to determine if the pricing patterns during these holidays reflect changes in the shape of
the demand curve instead of changes in other factors like competition, or cross-category considerations. As some holidays lead to significant increases in aggregate grocery purchases (e.g.,
Thanksgiving and July 4th), explanations that include how the search intensity of consumers or
the level of tacit collusion on the part of the firms might change around periods of exogenously
high aggregate demand could also account for any countercyclical pricing observed during these
27
Given its role as a benchmark to seasonal fluctuations, we use the seasonally adjusted measure of the unemployment rate.
28
In all cases, we drop the week–reported by Nielsen as Sunday to Saturday–for which the holiday/event occurs. In
principle, this might still not capture all purchases that occur in connection to these holidays. Dropping more weeks,
however, risks limiting our ability to identify month-specific price elasticities of demand.
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periods. To the extent these holiday events lead to dramatic shifts in the profitability (for retailers) of different households or segments of consumers, we might also suspect that firms might
use certain products as loss leaders during these holiday events. For instance, DeGraba (2006)
shows retailers might have larger incentives to use products like Turkeys during Thanksgiving as
loss leaders, because that might attract the hosts of Thanksgiving gatherings into their stores–a
particularly profitable consumer segment during that time period. Thus, while evidence does exist that the price elasticity of demand might shift abruptly for certain product categories during
some holidays (Nevo and Hatzitaskos, 2005; Bayot and Caminade, 2015), given the overall difficulty of distinguishing between alternative explanations of countercyclical pricing during these
punctuated episodes, we instead focus our analysis on the remaining parts of year.

Seasonality in prices
Next, we are interested in how seasonal price fluctuations relate to seasonal demand fluctuations. In particular, we want to measure the sign and size of price changes between peak and
trough periods of demand. To do so, we estimate the following regression

ln Pjcdt =

12
X

βjm 1 {Montht = m} + τj unemploymentjt + µjcdy + εpjcdt .

(7)

m=1

This is a regression of log price on a set of month-of-year dummies (with

P

m βjm

normalized to

zero), plus a category-store-year fixed effect (µjcdy ). Again, we estimate category-by-category and
cluster standard errors at the chain level.
We use Equation 7 to assess the cyclicality in prices, and specifically, how it compares to demand. Therefore, we use the peak and trough months of demand, and compare the prices observed during these periods. In particular, we calculate
∆pj ≡ β̂j m̄j − β̂jmj .

(8)

This is the difference in log prices, but comparing the months when demand peaks and troughs
(i.e., see Equations 5 and 6). For example, if we estimate for product category i that price-adjusted
quantities peak in December and trough in July, then we would take the difference βi12 − βi7 .
If prices are countercyclical, this difference will be negative. A second use of these estimates is
to calculate the peak and trough price months, as we do with quantities. We emphasize that
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all our estimates are based off aggregated demeaned prices, where product-store-year means have
been eliminated. We therefore avoid the potential problem of confounding compositional effects
highlighted by Nevo and Hatzitaskos (2005).

Seasonality in elasticities
Our benchmark model implies that how optimal prices fluctuate seasonally is related to the
seasonal changes in elasticity of demand. Therefore, we also investigate how demand elasticities
vary over the year, and in particular how they might vary between peak and trough periods of
demand. Our baseline specification, Equation 4, yields an estimate of a product category-level
elasticity η̂j , as well as product category-month specific deviations, η̂jm .
Given these estimates, we can find the seasonal difference in elasticities as
∆ηj = η̂j m̄j − η̂jmj ,

(9)

or the difference in elasticities between peak and trough months of demand (with peak and trough
months defined using the price-adjusted demand levels). The change in elasticities is informative
about the sign of optimal price changes, but not directly their magnitude. We therefore also consider another object, the change between trough and peak demand months in the optimal price
implied by our benchmark model:
∆p∗j = ln

η̂j + η̂jmj
η̂j + η̂j m̄j
− ln
,
η̂j + η̂j m̄j + 1
η̂j + η̂jmj + 1

(10)

∆p∗j is the (log) change in optimal price for a single-product monopolist experiencing an all-elseequal elasticity change from η̂j + η̂j m̄j to η̂j + η̂jmj . This quantity is a useful benchmark not only
for the sign but also for how large a price change we should expect to see for product category j.
Of course, richer models would imply that other factors (such as cross-category or intertemporal considerations) also influence the optimal price. We view this as not a definitive pricing rule
but a useful, tractable benchmark, applicable across a wide variety of product categories.

Identification and instruments
A possible challenge in estimating Equation 4 is price endogeneity, i.e., the usual concern that
variation in prices could themselves be reflective of the demand shocks that are unobserved to the
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econometrician (εqjcdt ). Under the assumption that prices are uncorrelated with the unobserved
shocks to demand, consistent estimation of Equation 4 to recover both the seasonal fluctuations
in the level and elasticity of demand could be achieved via ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation. Importantly, the unobserved shocks to category level demand are conditional on productstore-year (which we difference out) and category-month-of-year fixed effects. An assumption
that the remaining variation in demand is uncorrelated with prices could be plausible given that
most price variation over time within a chain-product-year largely reflects the promotional pricing strategies that are pre-negotiated between manufacturers and retailers often up to a year in
advance in conjunction with other elements of a “trade promotion calendar” (Anderson et al.,
2017; Anderson and Fox, 2019).
While our already tightly controlled specification—product-store-year fixed effects control for
a great deal of demand heterogeneity–could in principle permit OLS estimation, it does not rule
out the possibility that prices could be correlated with the unobserved shocks to demand. For
instance, if retailers regularly adjusted their promotion plans within a window of couple of weeks
in response to inventory levels or knowledge of the scheduled discounts of other local retailers–or
for that matter other local market conditions related to demand–then it would likely be the case
that OLS estimates would be biased.29
To address this possibility, we adopt an instrumental variables approach. We instrument for
the price of a given category-chain-week-market using the average price charged in the same
category-chain-week, but in stores in other markets, specifically all other DMAs. These are withinchain versions of the Hausman (1996) instruments.30 The necessary conditions for this instrument
to be effective is that for a given product and week, prices are highly correlated within a chain,
and so a given chain’s out-of-market prices are informative for local prices, but are unlikely to
correlated with idiosyncratic local demand conditions.
The overall uniformity of prices at the individual product-week level within a chain across
markets has been shown to be a fairly common feature of retail prices (DellaVigna and Gentzkow,
2019; Hitsch et al., 2019). Furthermore, promotional and regular price changes tend to be scheduled and coordinated at the chain level. Both of these features indicate the instrument is likely
to be strong, a finding that has been found in other contexts (e.g., see DellaVigna and Gentzkow
29
To this point, in some trade deals manufacturers allow for a “trade deal window” of several weeks where retailers
can execute a promotion (Blattberg and Neslin, 1990).
30
Specifically, we instrument for the price-month interactions with a series of interactions between within chain outof-market prices and month-of-year dummies.
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(2019); Allcott et al. (2019)), and which we confirm and describe in Appendix C.
The instrument is reasonably likely to satisfy the necessary exclusion restriction as well. Beyond the chain-level price setting practices already mentioned, the variation in prices that does
exist within a chain has been shown to only be weakly correlated with local market conditions
like consumer income and the number of local competitors (DellaVigna and Gentzkow, 2019).
Furthermore, competing chains within a local market do not appear to coordinate on the schedule
of their promotional prices at the product level (Hitsch et al., 2019), nor appear to be responsive
via prices to the entrance of another local market competitor (Arcidiacono et al., 2020). Thus, a lot
of within product-year variation in retail prices appears to be largely determined at the chain level
and applied uniformly to all of its retail outlets, and done so largely ignoring perhaps other salient
features related to local demand conditions. These features also indicate that retailers’ inventory
management processes at the individual store level are unlikely to involve changing prices.31 Consequently, we view the variation in prices at the category-chain-week level (less store-product-year
means) as suitable variation to recover consistent estimates of the seasonal fluctuations in demand
at the monthly frequency, and appropriate for analysis that spans so many product categories.32
Additionally, this instrument corrects for two other potential endogeneity problems that relate
to the measurement error in prices that might result from misaligned store-weeks and loyalty
cards. The misalignment is that Nielsen weeks are defined as Sunday-Saturday, but some stores
change prices midweek. If consumers buy more during the low price week, there is a mechanical
price-quantity correlation. Loyalty cards create an issue because we do not directly observe the
discounts associated with using a loyalty card. Thus, a store with a higher degree of loyalty card
users shopping in a product category in a given week would also tend to have lower prices, again
creating a mechanical price-quantity correlation. Our instrument solves both these problems by
using other stores’ prices within a chain, which breaks the mechanical link between prices and
quantities that could exist at the individual store level because of either of these measurement
issues.
The use of Hausman (1996)-style instruments requires that the remaining unobservable demand shocks are not correlated across markets within a chain (e.g., see Rossi (2014)). Thus, any
unobserved promotional activity common across all stores (e.g., national advertising campaigns)
31

Incorporating price changes to manage inventory are more likely to be relevant for highly perishable items, a group
of products that does not make up a significant share of our product categories.
32
For instance, it would be increasingly difficult to gather suitable cost-shifting instruments that would be applicable
for the entire range of product categories in our analysis.
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might lead to a failure of the required exclusion restriction.33 It is important to note that even in
the event that our price elasticity estimates are biased, the difference in elasticities between peak
and trough could still be unbiased. However, two reasons make it unlikely that national demand
shocks are likely driving our main results. First, Hitsch et al. (2019) show that in a given market
and for a given product the timing of pricing promotions are uncorrelated across chains, meaning
that chains are unlikely to be coordinating their pricing promotions with national product-level
advertising. Second, in a robustness check, we estimate elasticities that condition on a categorydate fixed effects, which control for any national demand shock. Our elasticity estimates for this
alternative specification are nearly identical (see Section 6).
Another potential concern is that the confounding influences of other prices—either past prices
or competitors’ current prices—might affect our estimates. (Because we aggregate to the category
level, we implicity account for within-category, cross-product effects.) To control for the influence
of past prices, as a robustness test we include a control for “weeks since last promotion,” following Hendel and Nevo (2003) and Strulov-Shlain (2019). To address the potential bias from other
competing chains prices, we also include in a robustness test a control for the average log price of
other chains in the same market (DMA). In both cases, we find that our baseline results are largely
robust to these considerations (see Section 6).

5

Seasonality in demand, prices, and elasticities

Seasonality in demand
We begin by describing seasonal fluctuations in demand. We present the distribution of peakto-trough amplitudes for price-adjusted log quantities in Panel A of Figure 1. This figure shows
the magnitude of the seasonal fluctuations in quantities across our 41 product categories. Seasonal
fluctuations in demand are large for most products. For example, the 10th percentile is 10 log
points, the median is 20 log points, and the most seasonal products have fluctuations above 50 log
points.
These seasonal fluctuations are large relative to other cyclical variations, especially variations
attributable to business cycles. We estimate, for example, that movements in the local unemployment rate has a relatively small effect on the sales of most products. The median effect (across
33

We also include a set of specifications estimated via OLS and find similar results (e.g., see Section 6).
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products) of a 1-percentage point increase in unemployment on quantities is -2 log points.34 As
unemployment rates rose by about 4.5 percentage points during the Great Recession in the average county, our estimates imply the median product’s demand declined by about 9 log points
during the Great Recession—small relative to the typical seasonal fluctuation. As a benchmark, if
a product’s seasonal (price adjusted) quantity amplitude change is greater than 4.5 times its unemployment effect, we define the product as having seasonal demand. By this measure, 38 (of
the 41) of the product categories in our sample are seasonal. Although this share may seem large,
it is remarkably similar to the share of food items the BLS classifies as requiring seasonal adjustment at 86 percent–which of course includes an even broader array of goods (U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 2020b).35 The prevalence of seasonal demand products, as measured by this benchmark,
partly reflects the fact that grocery shopping in general is more sensitive to seasonal factors (MacDonald, 2000; Chevalier et al., 2003), and less sensitive to business cycles (Coibion et al., 2015).36
Nonetheless, our results indicate substantial and heterogeneous seasonality in demand.
Significant seasonal fluctuations in demand is not limited to a select set of product categories.
We report several dimensions of the seasonality in demand by product category (Nielsen’s module
measure) in Appendix Table A.5. The product categories with the most seasonal demand are
canned soup and frozen novelties, as might be expected given their obvious connection to the
outside temperature. Even a not-so-obvious seasonal category such as cookies, however, exhibits
fairly high seasonality, with an amplitude of 28 log points. Of course, cookies are much less
seasonal than canned soup. It is not the case, however, that our method simply finds large seasonal
amplitudes for all products. For example, we find that refrigerated milk, liquid detergent, and
refrigerated lunch-meat all have very modest seasonal amplitudes in demand–a feature one might
have expected.37
The heterogeneity in seasonal demand appears not only in the size of fluctuations but also
in their timing. We measure the timing of seasonality by the month in which demand peaks,
and we plot the distribution of peak demand months in Panel B of Figure 1. The modal peak
demand month is December, which is broadly consistent with the findings in MacDonald (2000)
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We report in Appendix Figure A.1 the distribution of unemployment coefficients.
BLS classifies that 65 percent of all of the goods that make up the CPI require seasonal adjustment (U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics, 2020b).
36
This relative insensitivity to the business cycle also translates to the prices. For example, Coibion et al. (2015) find
the stage of the business cycle has minimal effects on both regular/base prices as well as the frequency of sales, nor the
volume of purchases during sale prices.
37
These categories also have little business cycle variation, so some of their products do still have larger seasonal
components than business cycle components, and are thus deemed seasonal.
35
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and broader seasonal patterns in retail which peak in the fourth quarter.38 There is a clear second
mode in the summer, however, when demand peaks for seasonal products like ice cream, hot
dogs, beer, and juice and water.39
The heterogeneity in the timing of demand peaks is important for the rest of our analysis for
at least two reasons. First, the variation in demand peaks across products indicates it is unlikely
that any variation in marginal cost that is common to all products (e.g., cost of shelf space) could
be the primary driver for the quantity fluctuations we are observing. This supports the view that
our empirical approach is picking up seasonal fluctuations in demand, and not movements along
a demand curve. Second, the variation in demand peaks indicates that it is also unlikely that a
common (or aggregate) shock to demand for all retail products (e.g., increased shopping intensity
around Christmas) can explain the overall size and breadth of seasonal demand fluctuations across
products.40
Thus, the results reveal that seasonal fluctuations in demand are large, common, and heterogeneous in magnitude and timing. This finding is important because it indicates that seasonal
fluctuations in demand are a central part of the retail sector, and a likely economically important
dimension in the effectiveness of their pricing decisions.
Large seasonal fluctuations in demand can manifest both because of fluctuations in the volume of purchases (intensive margin) and the propensity of households to purchase any (extensive
margin) in the category. Using the household level information of the Consumer Panel, we decompose the seasonal fluctuations in quantities for each product category into the changes in the
intensive and extensive margin of purchases.41
To construct this decomposition, we follow the two step approach of McDonald and Moffitt
(1980) by combining a linear probability model of the purchase/no purchase decision for each
household-week with a linear model estimated via OLS of the volume purchased conditional on
purchase.42 More specifically, we estimate a linear probability model of the probability of pur38

Importantly, our distribution of peak demand abstracts from the weeks associated with major holidays and is price
adjusted. For both of these reasons, it would be natural for the distribution of peak demand to deviate from the strong
seasonal peak in retail (grocery) spending that exists in the fourth quarter.
39
We report, for each category, the peak month in Appendix Table A.5.
40
To this point, it is also important to note that are empirical estimates of the seasonal fluctuations in demand abstract
from holiday weeks.
41
The seasonal amplitude of quantity fluctuations in the Consumer Panel is very similar to the seasonal demand
amplitudes found in the Retail Scanner dataset. Appendix Figure A.5 reports the scatter plot for these measures across
our set of product categories, where the correlation between the two is 0.816.
42
We take this approach because alternatives (e.g., maximum likelihood estimation) have been shown to biased and
inconsistent for panel’s with small T (Heckman and Macurdy, 1980), and this approach allows us to more explicitly
express the changes in peak to trough changes in quantities into an intensive and extensive margin.
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chasing any in the category for a given household-week as a function of a set of month-of-year
fixed effects.43 Next, we estimate the expected volume of purchases for the household-week conditional on some purchase being made as a function of the same set of month-of-year fixed effects.
We then recover the total derivative of volume with respect to any change in the month-of-year by
following the procedure of McDonald and Moffitt (1980).44 As months are discrete, we calculate
any change as the difference between the peak and trough months as defined by the aggregate
quantity fluctuations in the household panel. We are able to calculate the extensive (intensive)
margin share by relating how much of the peak to trough change in the propensity of households
to purchase any in the category (volume purchased conditional on any purchase) accounts for the
change in the total volume purchased.45
Figure 2 displays the distribution of the extensive share of quantity fluctuations across all of
our categories.46 For all our categories, the extensive margin accounts for a majority of seasonal
fluctuations (including categories in which these fluctuations are small). Despite a substantial
amount of heterogeneity in terms of the size and timing of seasonal fluctuations in demand, a
common feature of these fluctuations is that they are driven by extensive changes in the consumers
shopping in the product category. For the median category, the extensive margin accounts for 96
percent of the seasonal fluctuation, and for some categories, the extensive margin accounts for
greater than 100 percent of the seasonal changes in quantities purchased. This is possible, because
for these categories, the intensive margin (the amount purchased conditional on any purchase)
actually declines when demand peaks. In addition to household purchase volumes decreasing,
an intensive margin decline is also consistent with both extensive and intensive margin increases
within households if there is considerable household level heterogeneity, and the households who
purchase during only peak periods also have lower demand than the consumers who purchase
regularly.
Accounting for this sort of heterogeneity, however, does not appear to significantly change the
reflective importance of the extensive margin. To show this, we conduct the same decomposition
43
To avoid confounding attrition in the household panel, we adopt the convention of Hastings and Washington (2010)
and drop a household-week in any month in which the household reports no purchases.
44
More specifically, let E[Q] be the expected value of Q, and E[Q⋆ ] be the expected value of Q, conditional on Q being
greater than zero, with P[A] be the probability that Q is greater than zero. Then E[Q] = E[Q⋆ ]P[A] and dEQ/dx =
P[A]dE[Q⋆ ]/dx + E[Q⋆ ](dP[A]/dx).
45
Following the notation of footnote 44, the extensive margin component of the total change is E[Q⋆ ](dP[A]/dx), and
the intensive margin component is P[A]dE[Q⋆ ]/dx. For both, E[Q⋆ ] and P[A] the average across the peak and trough
months are used for the calculations.
46
Appendix Tables A.1-A.2 report the total peak-to-trough quantity changes, intensive margin, extensive margin with
standard errors separately for each category.
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but include a set of household level fixed effects in the two regressions. The inclusion of household fixed effects ensures our decomposition cannot be driven by the underlying heterogeneity
across households in their overall purchasing habits of certain categories, and is instead driven off
seasonal changes within households on their propensity and intensity of purchase. Appendix Figure A.2 displays the relationship between the extensive margin share from our baseline relative to
this alternative. Broadly speaking, we find the distribution of the extensive share from our baseline specification to be strongly linked with this alternative decomposition. Thus, seasonal shifts
in demand are accompanied by significant shifts in the composition of buyers, some of which will
be buying only once during the whole year.

Countercyclical prices
We measure the seasonality in prices by looking at how category level prices change between
the peak and trough periods of demand. We plot the distribution of these price changes in Figure
3, looking separately at seasonal and non-seasonal products. For the typical product—seasonal
or not—prices move very little at seasonal frequencies, less than 2 log points. For the 38 seasonal
product categories, between peak and trough demand months the average price change is negative and small, about -1.5 log points. This negative price change indicates that for the average seasonal product, prices are countercyclical, in that they fall when demand peaks. Indeed, prices are
countercyclical for a majority of seasonal product categories, about 68 percent. There is, however,
a heavy left-tail of products with larger countercyclical price movements. At the 10th percentile
of seasonal products, for example, category level prices decline by 6.6 log points from trough to
peak demand months. Even this, however, is a relatively small price change when judged against
the benchmark of quantity changes, where the median change is 20 log points. Countercyclical
pricing, while limited in magnitude, is a common property of products with seasonal demand.
While prior research has found that countercyclical movements in the average price paid at least
partly reflect the changing composition of the set of products purchased (Nevo and Hatzitaskos,
2005; Perrone, 2016), our category level estimates of price changes are free from this compositional
issue because we look at price changes after taking out store-product-year level means.47
The degree of countercyclical pricing also appears to be strongly related to the magnitude of
the seasonal amplitude of demand. Figure 4 displays the relationship between the seasonal am47

In a previous version of this article, we estimated individual product level peak to trough price changes and found
some compositional effects related to shifts in purchases to lower priced products within a category during periods of
peak demand to be present in our product categories as well.
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plitude of demand and the peak to trough change in prices across all of our product categories.
Importantly, these seasonal fluctuations in demand are measured controlling for prices, and thus
do not confound any countercyclical pricing also observed for that product category. Purely descriptively, increasing the seasonal amplitude of demand by 10 log points (half the median) is
associated with the difference in prices between peak and trough to decrease by 1.8 log points
(almost twice the median). Product categories such as hot dogs, canned soup, and ice cream not
only have some of the larger seasonal fluctuations in demand, but these product categories also
experience the largest declines in prices from trough to peak periods of demand.
Thus, prices often fall when demand peaks, although rarely by a large amount. This is one
indication that prices are countercyclical. An alternative indication is: how far are the peak of
demand and the trough of prices from each other? We answer that question in Figure 5. In this
figure, we report the distribution–measured as the share of categories within seasonal versus nonseasonal categories–of the (minimum) difference in months between the period of peak demand
and the price trough, separately for seasonal and non-seasonal product categories. For seasonal
product categories, we find a clear concentration of the distribution of the difference between peak
demand and the trough of prices to be less than two months, or within the same quarter of the
year. In contrast, for the few non-seasonal product categories there does not appear to be any
strong association in the timing of when demand peaks and prices trough.
The observed seasonal price changes we observe especially for seasonal product categories
could be because of falling base prices, deeper sales, or greater frequency of promotional prices.
Furthermore, the use of more frequent promotional prices or deeper sales could also be related to
the changes in other advertising activities that might be done seasonally. We report the distribution across seasonal product categories of the decomposition of the sources of countercyclical pricing in Table 2. The table reports the distribution of changes in log price, log base price, frequency
of promotional price discounts, and depth of promotional price discounts, between trough and
peak demand months, while Appendix Table A.5 reports a selection of these elements for each
product category. On average base price changes account for about half of the countercyclical
price change. The balance of countercyclical pricing is accounted for by an increased frequency
of promotional prices. The average seasonal product category has promotional prices 2.7 percentage points more often during peak quantity periods, relative to trough periods, and for the
median seasonal product category the difference is 1.1 percentage points. In contrast, the depth of
promotional price discounts varies little at seasonal frequencies.
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Next, we move to how the patterns of countercyclical pricing relates to the advertising activities (last two rows of Table 2). In particular, we measure how the average rate of having a product
be accompanied by or on display as well as the rate of a product being featured in a mail-in or
other form of advertisement varies from peak to trough for the product category. We are able to
measure these changes in advertisement activities for a subset (of about 20 percent) of “audited”
stores in Nielsen. In the case of both activities, for a majority of the seasonal product categories,
there is a modest increase in the overall prevalence of advertising during peak periods of demand.
For the median seasonal product category, the average rate of products being on display increases
1.4 percentage points and the average rate of a products being featured in the mail increases 2.2
percentage points during peak demand. At the 90th percentile the rates of increase for both display and featured in mailer achieving 7.5 and 10.4 percentage points, respectively. These patterns
in increased advertising activity during periods of peak demand are consistent with the fact that
about half of the decrease in prices from peak to trough do reflect increases in frequency of promotional prices–an activity often accompanied by these forms of advertising.
An increase in advertising can be related to the gains in advertising certain products in the
hopes of driving store traffic and sales in other product categories–e.g., loss leader pricing (Lal
and Matutes, 1994; Hosken and Reiffen, 2004a). As was highlighted in Section 2, this is a natural
explanation for countercyclical pricing that does not require the change in prices to have reached
a more elastic portion of the demand curve (for the product category). The loss leader type pricing
strategies, however, do require that the countercyclical pricing be tied to prices that are advertised.
Appendix Table A.5 reports the distribution of the peak to trough change in prices both for all
products in a category as well as only for products that are not featured (i.e., not advertised to
consumers before arriving to the store). Interestingly, what we find is that the presence and degree
of countercyclical pricing for many categories is not exclusively tied to products for which their
prices are advertised. For many of the categories with the most seasonal demand, countercyclical
prices arise partly from regular price changes and the frequency of promotion and are occurring
both for products that are being advertised and for those that are not being advertised. This feature
of the countercyclical pricing is more difficult to rationalize on the part of a loss leader type pricing
strategy.
Another critical dimension related to distinguishing between alternative explanations of countercyclical retail pricing is how that pattern relates to the seasonal fluctuations in wholesale prices.
As was highlighted in Section 2, seasonal fluctuations in the marginal costs facing retailers could
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also be an explanation for a strong negative correlation between quantities and retail prices. In
principle, wholesale prices might not reflect all of the relevant marginal costs for retailers (e.g.,
some labor costs), but existing evidence indicates that the prevailing wholesale price does represent the primary component of the perceived marginal cost to most retailers. In Figure 6, we
display how the peak to trough difference in wholesale prices gathered from the Promo data from
Nielsen relates to those changes at the retail level. The peak to trough differences for wholesale
prices are calculated from regressions analogous to the retail price regressions (i.e., Equation 7).48
Figure 6 presents several results worth highlighting. First, several product categories do exhibit
wholesale prices that are countercyclical. In fact, for 23 of the 35 product categories we have
wholesale price data for, do have countercyclical wholesale prices. For some of these product
categories–including hotdogs and ice cream–the countercyclical wholesale prices coincide with
countercyclical prices observed at the retail level. With that said, a few product categories, including canned soup, which displayed countercyclical retail prices do not exhibit countercyclical
wholesale prices for the wholesalers we observe.
Broadly speaking, the relationship between the peak-to-trough change in wholesale and retail prices across product categories is positive and near one–a relationship that is consistent with
the results in other settings (e.g., Nakamura and Zerom (2010); Goldberg and Hellerstein (2012)).
Regressing the peak-to-trough change in retail prices on the peak-to-trough in wholesale prices
yields a modestly precise coefficient of 0.77 (standard error of 0.30). This purely descriptive evidence on the seasonal fluctuations of wholesale prices for a majority of our product categories
indicates we cannot rule out that the countercyclical pattern in retail prices is fully accounted for
by wholesale price changes. The broad patterns of countercyclical wholesale prices also presents
a challenge to the loss leader explanation for countercyclical retail pricing, and leaves more scope
for the phenomenon to be related to manufacturer behavior. The wholesale price evidence leaves
unanswered, however, what might generate those wholesale price fluctuations as it seems unlikely
that there would be strong seasonal changes in manufacturing costs for many product categories.
Importantly, the wholesale price evidence provided here also leaves open the possibility that contracts between manufacturers and retailers, like the trade deals that are largely unobserved to us,
are also playing some role in the prevalence of countercyclical pricing. Any seasonal changes
in the shape of demand during periods of peak demand that influence incentives for retailers to
48

We observe wholesale prices at the market-product-week level. Consequently, we take our product-market-year
means before aggregating to the category level, and omit the unemployment rate from these regressions.
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change prices, however, also provide incentives for manufacturers to with respect to wholesale
prices. Consequently, we next turn to examining the extent to which elasticities of demand fluctuate seasonally.

Demand elasticities are often countercyclical
Our baseline specification, Equation 4, recovers demand elasticities that can vary arbitrarily
by month-of-year.49 We calculate how these estimates change between trough and peak quantity
months, and we report the distribution of changes in elasticities in Panel A of Figure 7. We look
separately at seasonal and non-seasonal product categories. For seasonal product categories, demand elasticities are typically countercyclical (i.e., more negative during periods of peak demand),
meaning that demand usually is more elastic at demand peaks. Just over 60 percent of seasonal
products exhibit countercyclical elasticities, and for the median seasonal product category, the
elasticity falls by -0.08 between peak and trough demand months (from a median elasticity -2.55).
For the few non-seasonal product categories, the seasonal changes in elasticities are smaller with
the median category experiencing a fall -0.03.
These estimated demand elasticities broadly can account for much of the observed price patterns–
and in particular the countercyclical prices–of the previous section. Changes in demand–in particular changes in the shape of demand–during demand peaks provide an incentive for retailers to
decrease prices to a more elastic portion of the demand curve. This is an incentive and result that
is not otherwise required for many of the other explanations involved with countercyclical prices.
About 70 of product categories show countercyclical prices, and about 60 percent show countercyclical elasticities. However, the results so far do not necessarily indicate that the observed
magnitude of price changes is consistent with elasticity changes, because (in a our benchmark
model) the optimal price is a nonlinear function of the elasticity. We therefore report in Panel B of
Figure 7 the distribution of implied changes in the benchmark price, defined as in Equation 3. For
seasonal product categories, the median change in benchmark price is 2.8 log points. Amongst
seasonal product categories, the size of the decrease in the optimal benchmark prices between
peak to trough is actually somewhat larger than what is observed for the median category. For
many product categories, the change in the benchmark price is both small and not too different
49

We plot the distribution of estimated elasticities (across product categories; not the monthly deviations) in Appendix Figure A.3. The elasticities appear sensible. The mean and median are -2.66 and -2.55. Every one of our product
categories has a negative elasticity, and all but one are elastic (i.e., less than -1), and in both cases statistically significantly so.
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from what is observed.
We plot the benchmark price change against the observed price change in Figure 8. Conditional on there being no changes in marginal costs, our framework implies that these price changes
should be perfectly correlated with a 1:1 relationship. Measurement error (especially in the elasticity estimates) will attenuate the correlation. And, seasonal changes in the marginal costs or
other cross-category considerations would also influence this correlation. Nonetheless, the figure
shows a clear connection between observed price changes and benchmark price changes, with
one important exception: fresh fruit-remaining. Our simple benchmark prediction for prices is
likely to be a poor one for fresh fruit, where harvest conditions are likely to be just as seasonal
(or more) as demand. Excluding fresh-fruit, we estimate a positive relationship between observed
price changes and benchmark seasonal price changes, with a slope coefficient of 1.55 (standard error of 0.91). This magnitude means that benchmark prices are mostly associated with the seasonal
pricing patterns we observe, and could account for prices to be even more countercyclical. While
our benchmark price estimates indicate seasonal prices could be even more countercyclical, we
cannot reject the hypothesis that this coefficient is different from one.
Importantly, we view our benchmark price as a simple quantitative benchmark, not as the
optimal price, as that would require far more considerations including cross-category considerations, dynamic incentives related to consumers ability to store, and local competition to name just
a few. However, given the difficulty retailers have in determining differences in demand conditions across stores (Hitsch et al., 2019), we view this benchmark pricing scheme as fully achievable
by the retailers given their current IT and pricing strategies. Additionally, we view this evidence
as showing that countercyclical elasticities appear to be a prevalent enough outcome that is also
occurring in conjunction with the countercyclical prices amidst the large fluctuations in seasonal
demand. If anything, there appears to be enough variation in this elasticities to support even
larger degrees of countercyclical pricing retail prices even absent changes in wholesale price or
other marginal costs.
To this point, the evidence surrounding the seasonal fluctuations in elasticities have exclusively involved the price and quantity movements experienced at the retailer level. Next, we
show descriptive evidence that the segment of households who are primarily responsible for extensive margin changes in demand seasonally, also are more responsive to promotional prices.
To show this fact, we return to the Consumer Panel, and now focus on the purchasing habits of
households during the peak demand month for each category. During this month alone, we esti33

mate the average likelihood a household-week purchase in a product category involves a product
that is on a promotional price discount and see how this likelihood changes if the household is a
“seasonal shopper” or not. Our definition of “seasonal shopper” is product category specific, and
is defined as a household who makes all of its purchases in a product category within the peak
demand month that year.
Figure 9 displays the distribution across seasonal product categories of the odds-ratio for the
seasonal shoppers vs. regular shoppers for a purchase during the peak demand month being on
a promotional price, or on a deal. Importantly, our estimates reflect differences in the propensity
to purchase products on promotional prices between seasonal and regular shoppers that is occurring within the peak demand month. This approach is required so as not to confound the rate of
promotional pricing that we have shown to vary seasonally amongst many product categories.
To more directly link these estimates with the elasticity results, we report the distribution of the
odds-ratios separately for product categories for which we estimated that the demand elasticities
were countercyclical (i.e., more elastic during peak demand) as well as those product categories
which were estimated to have demand elasticities that were procyclical.
Several results from Figure 9 are worth highlighting. First, broadly speaking seasonal shoppers are more likely to have their purchases associated with products that are on deal. Across all
of our seasonal product categories, the majority of product categories have an odd-ratio greater
than one. This broad pattern for seasonal shoppers is consistent with these households having less
overall attachment to the product category and its products and brands, and thus are more price
sensitive. Next, the general pattern of seasonal shoppers being more responsive to promotional
price appears to be stronger for product categories with countercyclical elasticities than for product categories with procyclical elasticities. The odds-ratios at the 25th, median, and 75th percentile
of distribution amongst countercyclical elasticity product categories are all greater than the same
quartiles for the distribution of procyclical elasticity product categories. This descriptive evidence
at the household level is supportive of the interpretation that firms are choosing to price on the
more elastic portion of the demand curve in response to the changing composition of households
that are making purchases during the peak period of demand. These seasonal shoppers not only
drive a significant portion of the overall movements in demand seasonally as indicated by our extensive margin results, but they also appear to be more reactive to promotional prices particularly
so in the product categories we observed to have countercyclical elasticities.
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Interpreting the results
In summary, our investigation has determined that the seasonal fluctuations in demand that
occurs across many product categories can be substantial in size, and are primarily driven by extensive margin changes in households propensity to purchase any in the category. Moreover, these
seasonal fluctuations in demand regularly coincide with modest countercyclical prices at the retail
level which arise from both changes in regular prices but also increases in the frequency of promotions. The rate of countercyclical pricing at the retail level, however, appears partly associated with
seasonal movements in wholesale prices and is not exclusively tied to featured/advertised products. Finally, we have found that these seasonal movements in prices typically result in demand
becoming more elastic–a feature that is more prominent in product categories where households
that are seasonal shoppers are more sensitive to promotional pricing.50
Amongst the leading explanations for countercyclical pricing, the facts above are most consistent with an explanation that centers on a demand-side explanation for the countercyclical pricing
patterns. Moreover, most alternative explanations for countercyclical pricing that rely on either
a supply-side or cross-category explanation have difficulty in explaining all of the patterns described above. Any exclusively demand-side explanation for countercyclical pricing will require
the shape of demand to change during periods of peak demand. And, absent any changes in
marginal cost either through seasonal changes or increasing returns to scale, firms will respond to
these changes in the shape of demand and price on a more elastic portion of the demand curve.
The large extensive margin changes, the countercyclical elasticities, and on-deal purchasing behavior in these categories all support an explanation for countercyclical pricing centering on the
demand side.
Alternatively any cross-category explanation, such as a loss-leader pricing strategy, also has
difficulty in accounting for the patterns we observe for wholesale prices, featured advertising,
and countercyclical elasticities. A loss-leader pricing strategy involves lowering the margin on
one product that will be advertised to consumers to drive store traffic, which can then drive sales
in other product categories. The incentives of cross-category sales is unlikely to be able to account
for countercyclical patterns in wholesale prices–as manufacturers will not benefit from those cross
category sales. Moreover, this explanation does not speak to the similar rates of countercyclical
pricing we observe for both advertised and non-advertised products.
50
Seasonal changes in the shape of demand could also arise without the composition of consumers changing any
seasonally. For instance, the shape of demand could change if consumers used a product differently across seasons.
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Thus, the patterns we find here are generally more consistent with a demand-side explanation for countercyclical pricing. It is still possible that elements of each explanation, however,
are contributing factors for the product categories we study. For instance, increasing returns to
scale and seasonal changes in cost are likely contributing to the some of the patterns we observe
for the fresh fruit and bacon product categories. These alternative explanations might also play
a more primary role in other retail settings that experience countercyclical pricing. For instance,
loss-leader pricing incentives are likely a primary factor in explaining the pricing incentives surrounding major holidays–something our analysis largely abstracts from–as well as other retail
settings where multiple purchases are often made simultaneously.

6

Robustness
Our approach to measuring the seasonality of demand and its relationship to countercyclical

pricing made several assumptions that require further inspection. In this section, we discuss a
set of robustness checks that focus on addressing the possibility that (i) cross store competition,
(ii) storability, (iii) functional form assumptions, as well as (iv) other aspects of the modelling
approach might affect our primary results.
In many of these instances, we report the distribution of demand amplitudes in Appendix Table A.6, seasonal price changes from these alternative specifications in Appendix Table A.7, and
seasonal changes in elasticity in Appendix Table A.8. Additionally, we show the robustness of our
observed price-benchmark price association to these alternative specifications in Appendix Table
A.9.51 Broadly speaking, our key findings are robust to these additional considerations. Seasonal
fluctuations in demand are substantial and pervasive, and are mostly accompanied by countercyclical pricing that is more modest in magnitude, and mostly accounted for by our estimates of
countercyclical elasticities. In what follows, we discuss in more detail the specifics of each of these
robustness checks.

Cross store competition
An important facet of the grocery retail industry is the localized nature of competition (Smith,
2006). In our primary results, we attempt to avoid confounding variation in local competition
51

We do not consider the robustness of the benchmark price results to the alternative specifications involving the
inverse hyperbolic sine or the additional quadratic term for price, because these specifications yield an elasticity which
varies with price.
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through a set of product-store-year fixed effects which are taken out before we aggregate to the
category level. Even with that set of fixed effects, our results could confound differences in local
competition across retailers and/or markets to the extent that this competition varies within the
year. As entry and exit in the grocery retail industry are rare and likely uncorrelated with seasonal
demand fluctuations for individual product categories, their influence on the results is likely to be
small, and they would not be able to explain all of our results given the heterogeneity in the timing
of these demand fluctuations. Changes in local competition, however, could manifest through
variation in the degree of price competition (e.g., Rotemberg and Saloner (1986)).
To address this concern, we estimate an alternative set of specifications where we include
in the demand for product category j in chain c in DMA d the average log price charged for
product category j in all the other chains located in that DMA. Although this approach has its
shortcomings,52 and we would not view the coefficient estimates on the average of other chains’
prices as causal, it does provide a measure of how sensitive our results are to the possibly time
varying distribution of prices from other local stores. Allowing for cross store competitive effects
has minimal effect on our estimates. We find very similar results for this specification (reported in
the second row of Appendix Tables A.6-A.9): seasonal fluctuations in demand are large, the typical
seasonal product exhibits countercyclical pricing albeit these are small fluctuations, and that these
fluctuations can be accounted for by the seasonal changes in the price elasticity of demand.
The fact that the local prices of competing stores has minimal effects on our primary results is
consistent with other findings in the literature, as well. Arcidiacono et al. (2020) use the specific
timing of Walmart Supercenter store openings to show that while incumbent stores’ revenues
decline by as much as 16% immediately following Walmart’s entry, this entry is not met with any
price response on the part of the incumbents (preemptively, or otherwise). Given Walmart’s everyday-low-price (EDLP) strategy and well established cost advantages as well as the salience of a
Walmart entry for local incumbents, this result might seem surprising. Regardless, the results do
indicate that the nature of local market competition in grocery retail as it relates to price might be
limited, and instead are primarily on other dimensions (e.g., entry/exit and product assortment).
Hitsch et al. (2019) provide systematic evidence of the degree of pricing coordination within and
across chains and markets for an expansive set of products. They find that after controlling for
the share of stores within the same chain and market that are running a promotional price on a
52

A couple of the shortcomings of this approach include that we only observe the local prices of the stores that report
to Nielsen. Additionally, the prices of other local stores is surely endogenous, and we do not instrument for this set of
prices.
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product, that the share of stores in other chains in that market has no relationship with a store
running a promotion.53 Given our identification strategy of using the prices charged in other
stores in the same chain outside of the local market as an instrument, the results of Hitsch et al.
(2019) indicate the promotional price activity of other stores locally is likely to be conditionally
uncorrelated with these pricing decisions.54 Altogether, we view this combination of evidence
makes it very difficult to argue that local competition considerations could explain or strongly
affect our primary set of results.

Storability
The storability of a good could affect our estimates if consumers are forward looking and stock
up on a product while its on sale for future consumption. In effect, the role of stockpiling for future
consumption might lead to a distortion of our price elasticity estimates. Hendel and Nevo (2013)
and Chevalier and Kashyap (2019) show that retailers might use discounts as a means to price discriminate amongst consumers of varying willingness to pay and ability to stockpile. We explore
the sensitivity of our estimates to storability considerations by including the average number of
weeks-since-last sale for the products of that category as an additional control variable across our
empirical specifications (third row of Appendix Tables A.6-A.9). This approach towards controlling for the possibility of consumer stockpiling has been used before in the literature (Hendel and
Nevo, 2003; Strulov-Shlain, 2019), and is the most practical in an investigation involving many
product categories, and hundreds of markets.
Across each of our set of results, controlling for time-since-last sale does not appear to dramatically affect the distribution of estimates. The lack of any discernible effect might be surprising,
as the previous literature has found that the level of elasticity estimates for storable products can
be sensitive to the handling of sales (e.g., Hendel and Nevo (2013); Haviv (2019)). There are two
explanations. First, we find that the difference in elasticities between seasonal peaks and troughs
is robust to controlling for time-since-last sale. Second, many of our product categories are not
storable and some are perishable. To this point, we show in Appendix Table A.11 that store purchases are much more sensitive to time-since-last sale for storable products than for perishable
53

Hitsch et al. (2019) report the median effect of going from no stores in other local chains running a promotion to
all of them leads to a -0.1 percentage point decline a store running a promotion. Close to 90 percent of product-store
coefficient estimates are not statistically distinguishable from zero.
54
Interestingly, Hitsch et al. (2019) also report results on the unconditional independence of chains promotional activities. Here, they find a distribution that is largely still concentrated near zero–or uncorrelated–but that has a right
skew, which they hypothesize could be the consequence of seasonal demand.
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ones. These additional results confirm the validity of time-since-last sale as a proxy for capturing
the possible price discrimination incentives retailers might practice for storable products. With
that said, these incentives and their influence on the pricing strategies of retailers appear unable
to fully explain the prevalence of seasonal demand fluctuations and its relationship with countercyclical pricing.

Functional form of demand
We also explored the extent to which our results were sensitive to the functional form choice
of demand. Following the discussion of Section 2, our use of log-log functional form in Equation 4
can be interpreted as a first-order approximation of a more general form of category level demand.
This interpretation is further supported by the inclusion of month-of-year effects as well as month
specific price coefficients, which allows this approximation to vary arbitrarily month to month.
Nonetheless, the approach could limit the shape of the demand curve we are able to estimate.
To gauge the possibility that the functional form choice is driving our main results, we also
estimated an alternative version of Equation 4 where we also include a squared term of log price
(analogously demeaned)–consistent with the notion of a second order approximation of a more
general form of demand. This additional squared term allows us to pick up more general shapes of
demand, in addition to possibly having the price elasticity of demand vary because of movements
along the demand curve, without necessarily requiring this reflect changes in the demand curve.
Ruling out this possibility supports our interpretation that the seasonal fluctuations in both the
level and elasticity of demand do reflect changes in demand partially attributable to the extensive
margin and compositional changes of consumers that occurs seasonally, as opposed to changes in
the equilibrium quantities and elasticities that result solely from any supply induced price changes
and movements along the demand curve.
Appendix Tables A.10 reports a series of comparisons between our baseline results and this
alternative quadratic specification across our set of product categories. For both specifications, we
report the average elasticity, seasonal shift in the elasticity, and the seasonal amplitude of demand
at varying parts of the distribution. Focusing first on the elasticity comparisons, it is clear that
the additional flexibility afforded by the inclusion of the squared term only marginally affects
the estimated distribution of elasticities. Both on average and for the median product category
we find modestly less elastic demand. Moving to the comparisons of the seasonal fluctuations
in the level and price elasticity of demand, however, indicates these changes do not significantly
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affect the estimated size and sign of these fluctuations.55 These results indicate that the seasonal
fluctuations observed in the level and elasticity of demand as well as prices do not appear to be
overly sensitive to functional form considerations.

Other considerations
We consider several other alternative specifications. First, in the baseline specifications we
assign each week to the month associated with the end-of-week Saturday. Alternatively, we have
confirmed apportioning the share of a week that falls across adjacent months–assuming an even
distribution of sales within the week–does not meaningfully affect the results (e.g., see the fifth
row of Appendix Table A.6). Second, although our base specifications for measuring seasonality
in the level of demand uses instrumental variables to adjust for price changes, we also consider
specifications that use OLS, or forgo the price adjustment entirely. We show in rows six and seven
of Appendix Tables A.6 that using OLS instead of IV does not substantially change our estimated
seasonality. Failing to price adjust at all does not produce larger estimates of seasonality, because
prices are countercyclical, and therefore amplify seasonal demand shifts. We also consider inverse
hyperbolic transformations rather than log; this produces larger seasonality in the level of demand
and in prices (shown in row four of Appendix Tables A.6 and A.7).
We also explored the extent to which correlated demand shocks across markets, perhaps driven
by national advertising campaigns, could invalidate the instrumental variable approach utilized
in the baseline results. Towards these ends, we re-estimated our demand equation but included a
full set of week-of-sample fixed effects. While this approach fully absorbs the month-of-year fixed
effects used to measure the amplitude of the seasonality in the level of demand, it does allow us to
discern how if any the resulting estimates of the price elasticities might change. Appendix Figure
A.4 reports the distribution across product categories of the estimate of the average elasticity for
both our baseline and the alternative with the full set of week fixed effects. We find the elasticity
estimates from this alternative are very similar to our baseline, and with no apparent systematic
bias in either direction. This comparison in conjunction with the patterns that pricing promotions
do not appear to be coordinated across chains and thus with national product level advertising
(Hitsch et al., 2019), indicates our instrumental variable approach is likely to yield reasonable
results.
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These results are consistent with the analysis of DellaVigna and Gentzkow (2019) who also found that log-log
functional form appeared to be a good fit of the data.
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Finally, it is also important to consider how conducting the analysis at the product category
level might affect our results. This level of aggregation mostly abstracts away from within-category
cross-product substitution, and ignores possible cross category pricing effects. For other research
questions, such as ones focusing on competitive effects and the role of product differentiation,
cross-product substitution would be important to model explicitly (e.g., Nevo (2001)). Implicitly,
we control for some amount of product differentiation through our approach towards using category aggregates of product-store-year demeaned quantities and prices. Moreover, we note that it
would be difficult for fluctuations in other product prices to account for our main results on seasonality, given that fluctuations in prices are so low relative to fluctuations in the level of demand.
Put differently, to explain the seasonal fluctuations we see we would need cross-price elasticities to
be on the order of 5-10 times larger than own-price elasticities. This appears implausibly large. For
example, the cross-price elasticities estimated from multi-product differentiated demand systems
for ready-to-eat cereal (Hausman, 1996; Nevo, 2001), light-beer (Miller and Weinberg, 2017), softdrinks (Hendel and Nevo, 2013), and laundry detergent (Hendel and Nevo, 2006a) are all an order
of magnitude smaller than the own-price elasticities–and in some cases two orders of magnitude
smaller.
Allowing for a richer degree of cross product substitution having a limited effect on our main
results is supported by other findings in the literature. Hitsch et al. (2019) include an even richer
set of other products’ prices in their demand system, in a demand specification that is otherwise similar in spirit to ours (though does not allow for time varying elasticities). Hitsch et al.
(2019) report a median cross-price elasticity that is positive but fairly small (0.153 for the primary
competitor), alongside a large fraction of estimates that are negative, and a majority that are not
statistically different from zero. We share the view of Hitsch et al. (2019) in that: “estimating
cross-price effects at the brand/store level with weekly data... is daunting,” and that short of a
well tailored demand model with fewer parameters is unlikely to find such effects will be found
to be important (at least with any amount of precision). Thus, while we hold the view that crossprice elasticities are important, and indeed play a vital role in the competition that occurs within
product categories, we find it difficult to argue that there exists empirical evidence that indicates
this factor is changing dramatically within the year for many product categories and doing so in a
way that could fully explain our main results.
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Conclusions
We have provided new evidence on the extent of seasonal fluctuations in demand and how

those fluctuations in demand relate and can account for the prevalence of countercyclical pricing
across a broad set of product categories in a large nationally representative set of retailers and
households. The typical product category experiences demand swings of 20 log points or more,
and most product categories are seasonal in the sense that their seasonal demand fluctuations are
larger than the fluctuations associated with typical business cycles. We have shown that seasonal
fluctuations in demand are largely accounted for by extensive margin changes in the propensity
of a household to purchase any product in the category. And, while the particular timing and
magnitude of demand peaks vary substantially across product categories, the role of the extensive
margin in accounting for these fluctuations is fairly systematic.
Despite these large demand fluctuations, prices vary little at seasonal frequencies, and prices
are typically countercyclical. For the average seasonal product category, prices fall by a few percent from demand trough to demand peak. We also show pricing patterns that indicate that product categories with more seasonal demand tend to have larger declines in prices seasonally, and
that these declines in prices come mostly from a combination of lower base prices and higher frequencies of promotional prices. Moreover, we observe a modest association between the rates of
countercyclical pricing between retail and wholesale prices, and that both advertised and nonadvertised products exhibit similar levels of countercyclical pricing–both features that are typically not associated with loss leader pricing.
Moreover, we find that for many product categories demand becomes more elastic during
periods of peak demand. We link the increase in the elasticity of demand during peak periods,
to descriptive evidence that households who purchase only during months of peak demand tend
to be more responsive to discount prices. Quantitatively, the fluctuations in the price elasticity of
demand–using a simple benchmark of profit maximization–can roughly account for the degree
of countercyclical pricing we observe. Overall, these elasticity results in conjunction with the
other patterns suggest that much of the prevalence of countercyclical prices can be accounted
for by seasonal fluctuations in category level demand elasticities. For many product categories,
accounting for the degree of countercyclical prices does not seem to necessarily require a crosscategory nor alternative supply-side explanation. The patterns we document are consistent with
stable marginal costs of manufacturing across seasons, and the possibility that manufacturers play
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some role in the prevalence of countercyclical pricing for many product categories.
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Tables and Figures
Table 1: Store, product-level, and household-level summary statistics

Food stores
Drug stores
Mass merchandisers

Sample of products

Sample of households

Stores

Chains

States

Total yearly
Revenue

9,835
11,180
3,430

69
2
6

48+DC
48+DC
48+DC

$135bn
$23bn
$34bn

No. of
products

No. of
categories

Yearly revenue
by store

Weekly
average logprice

1,427

41

$407K
(484K)

$0.77
(0.75)

No. of
households

Share of expenditure
in sample categories

Yearly
expenditures

Total
yearly trips

139,359

0.30

4,523.93

139

Notes: This table reports final sample characteristics. Yearly revenue is aggregate sales divided by 9 years. Yearly
revenue by store is the total revenue from sample products for a given store, divided by the number of years the store
is in the sample.
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Table 2: Sources of seasonal price changes
Seasonal change in...

Mean

10th percentile

Median

90th percentile

Price
Base price
Has promotional price
Depth of sale
Displayed
Featured in mailer

-0.015
-0.007
0.027
0.001
0.023
0.031

-0.066
-0.051
-0.032
-0.021
-0.013
-0.010

-0.010
-0.006
0.011
-0.002
0.014
0.022

0.034
0.041
0.111
0.028
0.075
0.104

Notes: This table reports statistics on the distribution (across product categories) of changes in the indicated price
component and advertising activity, between peak and trough demand months, for seasonal categories.

Figure 1: Seasonality in demand

B. Peak month

=
=
=
=
=

0.05
0.10
0.20
0.47
0.67

44% of peaks December-February
37% of peaks June-August
20

20

Min
p10
p50
p90
Max

30

30

A. Amplitude

0

0

10

10

92.7% seasonal

0

.2

.4
Amplitude

.6

.8

1

3

6
Month

9

12

Notes: Panel A plots the distribution of estimated amplitudes, across categories, defined as the difference in log quantity
(adjusted for price) between the peak and trough (of demand) month. Panel B plots the distribution of peak demand
months.
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4

Figure 2: The extensive margin accounts for most of the seasonal variation in demand

0

1

Density
2

3

Mean: 0.88
10th percentile 0.71
90th percentile: 1.05

0

.2

.4
.6
.8
Extensive margin share

1

1.2

Notes: This figure reports the distribution, across categories, of the extensive margin’s contribution to seasonal amplitudes. We estimate the extensive margin share using the household-level information in Nielsen’s Consumer Panel.

60

Figure 3: Distribution of seasonal price changes

40

Non-seasonal
categories

20

Seasonal (38 categories):

Non-Seasonal (3 categories):

mean = -0.015
p10 = -0.066
p50 = -0.010
p90=0.034

mean
p10
p50
p90

68.4% negative

=
=
=
=

-0.014
-0.023
-0.010
-0.008

100.0% negative

0

Seasonal
categories
-.15

-.1

-.05
0
.05
Seasonal price change

.1

.15

Notes: This figure plots the distribution of observed price changes between peak and trough demand months, separately for seasonal and non-seasonal categories.

50

.1

Figure 4: Seasonal amplitudes, prices and quantities

Bacon

.05

Baby milk

Price change
-.05
0

OLS fit:
y = 0.03 - 0.18x
(SE: 0.05)

Fresh fruit
Batteries

-.1

Soup
Hotdogs

-.15

Ice cream

0

.2

.4
Quantity amplitude

.6

.8

Notes: This figure plots the scatter plot of observed price changes between peak and trough demand months with
the amplitude of demand–which controls for seasonal price changes–for the 41 product categories. The black line
corresponds to the line of best fit.
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Not seasonal

45

60

75

Figure 5: Distribution of time between peak demand month and trough price month

Seasonal

0

15

30

Uniform
proability

0

2
4
Months between quantity peak and price trough

6

Notes: For each module, we calculate the (unsigned) difference, in months, between demand peak and price trough.
This figure plots the distribution of that difference, separately for seasonal and non-seasonal categories. Seasonal categories are those with a peak-trough difference in demand greater than the implied effect of a 4.5 percentage point
increase in unemployment.
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Figure 6: Retail and wholesale price peak-to-trough change, by category

Notes: Figure plots the scatter plot relationship of the peak-to-trough change in the retail and wholesale prices, across
categories. The black line is the ordinary least squares line of best fit.

Figure 7: Distribution of seasonal elasticity and benchmark price changes

3

B. Seasonal benchmark price change

2

Seasonal:
mean = -0.091
p10 = -0.822
p50 = -0.028
p90=0.178
60.5% negative

Non-seasonal:
mean = -0.092
p10 = -0.262
p50 = -0.094
p90=0.081
66.7% negative

1

Non-seasonal (hollow bars):
mean = 0.197
p10 = -0.473
p50 = -0.033
p90=1.097
66.7% negative

Non-seasonal

0

Seasonal

0

.5

Density

1

1.5

A. Seasonal elasticity change
Seasonal (solid bars):
mean = -0.238
p10 = -1.000
p50 = -0.084
p90=0.564
60.5% negative

-4

-3

-2
-1
Seasonal elasticity change

0

1

-1

-.5
0
.5
Seasonal benchmark price change

1

Notes: Panel A of the figure plots the distribution (across categories) of elasticity changes between peak and trough
demand months, separately for seasonal and non-seasonal categories. Panel B plots the distribution of the implied
change in the benchmark price, given by Equation 10.
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Benchmark seasonal price change
-.5
0
.5

1

Figure 8: Benchmark and observed price changes, category-level

-1

∆ benchmark p = -0.07 + 1.55*∆ p
(0.07) (0.91)

-.15

-.1

-.05
0
Observed seasonal price change

.05

.1

Notes: This figure plots the (category-level average) benchmark price change against (category-level average) observed
price change, between trough and peak demand months. The best fit line (black dashed line), estimated at the categorylevel, excludes the fresh fruit category.
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Figure 9: Seasonal shoppers are more likely to purchase on promotion

Procyclical
elasticity categories

0

1

Density
2

3

Countercyclical
elasticity categories

mean = 1.14
p25 = 1.05
p50 = 1.16
p75 = 1.22
mean = 1.18
p25 = 1.08
p50 = 1.16
p75 = 1.24

.9

1.1

1.3
Odds-ratio

1.5

1.7

Notes: This figure reports the distribution, across seasonal categories, of the odds-ratio of the propensity of seasonal
shoppers vs. regular shoppers to that the purchase in that category during the seasonal peak is on deal (i.e., values
greater than one indicate seasonal shoppers are more likely) separately for categories with estimated countercyclical vs.
procyclical elasticities. We estimate the odds-ratio from a household-week level regression using Nielsen’s Consumer
Panel. Seasonal shoppers are defined as households who have all their yearly purchases in a category occur during the
seasonal demand peak.
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Additional results
Figure A.1: Unemployment coefficients

Mean = -0.02
Min = -0.07
p10 = -0.04
p50 = -0.02
p90 = 0.01
Max = 0.03

0

8

16

24

32

%

-.08

-.06

-.04
-.02
Unemployment coef

0

.02

Notes: Figure plots the distribution (across product categories) of estimated coefficients on the local unemployment
rate (measured on a 0-100 scale), from Equation 4.
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1.4

Figure A.2: Extensive share decomposition robust to household level heterogeneity

Alternative extensive share
.4
.6
.8
1

1.2

Cold remedies

Ice cream
Soup
Bacon

Batteries

Soft drinks-carbonated
Candy non-chocolate

45-degree line

0

.2

Candy chocolate

0

.2

.4

.6
.8
Baseline extensive share

1

1.2

1.4

Notes: Figure displays scatter plot of the estimated extensive share calculated from our baseline specification relative
to an alternative specification which controls for unobserved household-level heterogeneity by way of including a
household level fixed effect in the decomposition regressions. The black line in the figure represents the 45 degree line.
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Figure A.3: Elasticity distribution, across categories

1

Pr(ηm < elasticity)

.6

.8

Mean = -2.66
Min = -4.62
p10 = -4.04
p50 = -2.55
p90 = -1.62
Max = -0.40

41/41 elasticities < 0
(41/41 significant)

0

.2

.4

40/41 of elasticities < -1
(40/41 significant)

-5

-4

-3

Elasticity

-2

-1

Notes: Figure plots the distribution of estimated elasticities, across categories, from Equation 4.
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Table A.1: Intensive/extensive decomposition of household purchases, by category
Category
FRUIT JUICE - ORANGE - OTHER CONTAINER
(OZ)
FRUIT DRINKS-OTHER CONTAINER
(OZ)
BABY MILK AND MILK FLAVORING
(OZ)
SOUP-CANNED
(OZ)
CAT FOOD - WET TYPE
(OZ)
DOG FOOD - DRY TYPE
(OZ)
SNACKS - POTATO CHIPS
(OZ)
SNACKS - TORTILLA CHIPS
(OZ)
CEREAL - READY TO EAT
(OZ)
COOKIES
(OZ)
GROUND AND WHOLE BEAN COFFEE
(OZ)
SOFT DRINKS - CARBONATED
(OZ)
WATER-BOTTLED
(OZ)
CANDY-CHOCOLATE
(OZ)
CANDY-NON-CHOCOLATE
(OZ)
SOFT DRINKS - LOW CALORIE
(OZ)
ENTREES - ITALIAN - 1 FOOD - FROZEN
(OZ)
PIZZA-FROZEN
(OZ)
ICE CREAM - BULK
(OZ)
FROZEN NOVELTIES
(CT)
LUNCHMEAT-SLICED-REFRIGERATED
(OZ)

Unconditional
Change
4.27
(0.00)
17.49
(0.04)
3.06
(0.06)
8.95
(0.00)
4.42
(0.03)
15.21
(0.14)
0.94
(0.00)
0.74
(0.00)
2.86
(0.00)
1.32
(0.00)
1.05
(0.00)
20.47
(0.09)
37.67
(0.17)
1.96
(0.00)
1.62
(0.00)
23.27
(0.09)
1.27
(0.00)
2.02
(0.00)
6.62
(0.00)
1.83
(0.00)
0.88
(0.00)

Extensive
Margin
3.94
(0.00)
13.65
(0.02)
2.83
(0.03)
6.35
(0.00)
3.96
(0.01)
14.54
(0.08)
0.90
(0.00)
0.73
(0.00)
2.57
(0.00)
1.38
(0.00)
0.96
(0.00)
15.32
(0.04)
32.58
(0.11)
0.72
(0.00)
0.75
(0.00)
19.11
(0.05)
1.37
(0.00)
1.79
(0.00)
6.02
(0.00)
1.59
(0.00)
0.75
(0.00)

Intensive
Margin
0.34
(0.00)
3.84
(0.02)
0.23
(0.04)
2.59
(0.00)
0.45
(0.01)
0.67
(0.06)
0.04
(0.00)
0.02
(0.00)
0.29
(0.00)
-0.07
(0.00)
0.10
(0.00)
5.16
(0.05)
5.09
(0.08)
1.23
(0.00)
0.87
(0.00)
4.16
(0.04)
-0.10
(0.00)
0.23
(0.00)
0.60
(0.00)
0.25
(0.00)
0.13
(0.00)

Extensive/
Total
0.92
0.78
0.92
0.71
0.90
0.96
0.95
0.97
0.90
1.05
0.91
0.75
0.86
0.37
0.46
0.82
1.08
0.89
0.91
0.86
0.86

Notes: This table reports the results of the household panel decomposition of volume (units reported below in parenthesis) purchased by product category.
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Table A.2: Intensive/extensive decomposition of household purchases, by category (continued)
Category
FRANKFURTERS-REFRIGERATED
(OZ)
BACON-REFRIGERATED
(OZ)
ENTREES-REFRIGERATED
(OZ)
CHEESE - SHREDDED
(OZ)
YOGURT-REFRIGERATED
(OZ)
LUNCHMEAT-DELI POUCHES-REFRIGERATED
(OZ)
DAIRY-MILK-REFRIGERATED
(OZ)
BAKERY-CAKES-FRESH
(OZ)
EGGS-FRESH
(CT)
FRESH FRUIT-REMAINING
(OZ)
BEER
(OZ)
LIGHT BEER (LOW CALORIE/ALCOHOL)
(OZ)
DETERGENTS - HEAVY DUTY - LIQUID
(OZ)
BLEACH - LIQUID/GEL
(OZ)
TOILET TISSUE
(CT)
CIGARETTES
(CT)
PAPER TOWELS
(CT)
BATTERIES
(CT)
ANTACIDS
(CT)
PAIN REMEDIES - HEADACHE
(CT)
COLD REMEDIES - ADULT
(CT)
DISPOSABLE DIAPERS
(CT)

Unconditional
Change
2.39
(0.00)
0.54
(0.00)
0.99
(0.00)
0.74
(0.00)
4.20
(0.00)
0.73
(0.00)
19.70
(0.03)
0.74
(0.00)
0.92
(0.00)
2.81
(0.00)
9.39
(0.10)
15.84
(0.24)
4.87
(0.01)
3.06
(0.01)
0.85
(0.00)
14.73
(0.13)
0.21
(0.00)
0.40
(0.00)
1.30
(0.00)
3.29
(0.01)
1.17
(0.00)
4.30
(0.02)

Extensive
Margin
2.01
(0.00)
0.58
(0.00)
0.99
(0.00)
0.78
(0.00)
3.76
(0.00)
0.64
(0.00)
17.59
(0.02)
0.81
(0.00)
0.80
(0.00)
2.86
(0.00)
9.02
(0.08)
15.26
(0.16)
4.22
(0.00)
2.59
(0.00)
0.70
(0.00)
13.91
(0.09)
0.18
(0.00)
0.21
(0.00)
1.24
(0.00)
3.27
(0.00)
0.80
(0.00)
3.81
(0.01)

Intensive
Margin
0.38
(0.00)
-0.04
(0.00)
0.01
(0.00)
-0.04
(0.00)
0.44
(0.00)
0.08
(0.00)
2.11
(0.01)
-0.07
(0.00)
0.11
(0.00)
-0.05
(0.00)
0.38
(0.05)
0.58
(0.09)
0.66
(0.00)
0.47
(0.00)
0.15
(0.00)
0.82
(0.08)
0.03
(0.00)
0.19
(0.00)
0.07
(0.00)
0.02
(0.00)
0.36
(0.00)
0.49
(0.01)

Extensive/
Total
0.84
1.07
0.99
1.05
0.89
0.88
0.89
1.09
0.88
1.02
0.96
0.96
0.87
0.85
0.82
0.94
0.84
0.53
0.95
0.99
0.69
0.89

Notes: This table reports the results of the household panel decomposition of volume (units reported below in parenthesis) purchased by product category.
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Table A.3: Selecting chains and stores
Restriction imposed

No. of
Stores

No. of
Chains

No. of
States

Total yearly
Revenue

Initial sample of stores
Food, drug, and mass merchandise only
Stores do not switch chain
Stores = 2 years
Stores in Household panel
Chain present = 8 years
Valid chain
Base price algorithm (baseline sample)

40,070
38,052
34,519
33,595
33,595
24,597
24,471
24,445

398
390
133
121
121
79
77
77

48+DC
48+DC
48+DC
48+DC
48+DC
48+DC
48+DC
48+DC

$188bn
$187bn
$177bn
$177bn
$177bn
$167bn
$165bn
$165bn

Notes: The table shows the breakdown of stores and chains as we refine our samples. This table follows Table 1 of
DellaVigna and Gentzkow (2019) except the last panel aggregates over all types of stores, not just food stores. Total
yearly revenue is the aggregate sales divided by 9 years.
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Table A.4: Coverage of widely available products with wholesale information in Promodata
Category
FRUIT JUICE - ORANGE - OTHER CONTAINER
FRUIT DRINKS-OTHER CONTAINER
BABY MILK AND MILK FLAVORING
SOUP-CANNED
CAT FOOD - WET TYPE
DOG FOOD - DRY TYPE
SNACKS - POTATO CHIPS
SNACKS - TORTILLA CHIPS
CEREAL - READY TO EAT
COOKIES
GROUND AND WHOLE BEAN COFFEE
SOFT DRINKS - CARBONATED
WATER-BOTTLED
CANDY-CHOCOLATE
CANDY-NON-CHOCOLATE
SOFT DRINKS - LOW CALORIE
ENTREES - ITALIAN - 1 FOOD - FROZEN
PIZZA-FROZEN
ICE CREAM - BULK
FROZEN NOVELTIES
LUNCHMEAT-SLICED-REFRIGERATED
FRANKFURTERS-REFRIGERATED
BACON-REFRIGERATED
ENTREES-REFRIGERATED
CHEESE - SHREDDED
YOGURT-REFRIGERATED
LUNCHMEAT-DELI POUCHES-REFRIGERATED
DAIRY-MILK-REFRIGERATED
BAKERY-CAKES-FRESH
EGGS-FRESH
FRESH FRUIT-REMAINING
BEER
LIGHT BEER (LOW CALORIE/ALCOHOL)
DETERGENTS - HEAVY DUTY - LIQUID
BLEACH - LIQUID/GEL
TOILET TISSUE
CIGARETTES
PAPER TOWELS
BATTERIES
ANTACIDS
PAIN REMEDIES - HEADACHE
COLD REMEDIES - ADULT
DISPOSABLE DIAPERS

Share

Total

1.00
0.81
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.80
0.17
0.00
0.90
0.83
0.84
0.15
0.21
0.94
1.00
0.04
0.96
0.90
0.71
0.63
1.00
0.56
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.86
0.95
1.00
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.96
1.00
0.82
1.00
0.96
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
1.00

41
81
0
86
55
8
14
0
175
74
16
13
7
91
39
3
24
19
12
12
9
10
8
3
6
71
20
4
2
0
0
0
0
25
14
36
26
23
11
2
0
0
9

Notes: Table reports, for each category, the share and number of products, where wholesale price and trade deal
information is available in the Nielsen Promodata.
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Table A.5: Seasonality by category
Quantity
Category
DAIRY-MILK-REFRIGERATED
ENTREES-REFRIGERATED
GROUND AND WHOLE BEAN COFFEE
LUNCHMEAT-SLICED-REFRIGERATED
CIGARETTES
DETERGENTS - HEAVY DUTY - LIQUID
PAIN REMEDIES - HEADACHE
SOFT DRINKS - LOW CALORIE
DOG FOOD - DRY TYPE
SNACKS - TORTILLA CHIPS
DISPOSABLE DIAPERS
PIZZA-FROZEN
CAT FOOD - WET TYPE
CEREAL - READY TO EAT
BAKERY-CAKES-FRESH
TOILET TISSUE
ENTREES - ITALIAN - 1 FOOD - FROZEN
SOFT DRINKS - CARBONATED
BABY MILK AND MILK FLAVORING
SNACKS - POTATO CHIPS
FRUIT JUICE - ORANGE - OTHER CONTAINER
PAPER TOWELS
EGGS-FRESH
CHEESE - SHREDDED
COLD REMEDIES - ADULT
CANDY-CHOCOLATE
YOGURT-REFRIGERATED
COOKIES
LUNCHMEAT-DELI POUCHES-REFRIGERATED
LIGHT BEER (LOW CALORIE/ALCOHOL)
BLEACH - LIQUID/GEL
BACON-REFRIGERATED
ICE CREAM - BULK
WATER-BOTTLED
CANDY-NON-CHOCOLATE
BEER
FRANKFURTERS-REFRIGERATED
FRESH FRUIT-REMAINING
BATTERIES
FROZEN NOVELTIES
SOUP-CANNED

Price changes

Seasonal?

Amplitude

Peak
Month

ln p

ln base p

promo
rate

ln p,
unfeatured

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

0.05
0.13
0.19
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.10
0.11
0.13
0.14
0.14
0.15
0.15
0.16
0.16
0.17
0.17
0.18
0.18
0.19
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.21
0.25
0.25
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.29
0.29
0.30
0.30
0.31
0.36
0.42
0.47
0.48
0.49
0.64
0.67

1
11
12
8
7
2
12
12
12
12
3
1
12
8
4
12
1
12
10
6
12
8
12
1
9
12
3
5
7
7
8
8
7
7
7
7
6
5
12
7
12

-0.01
-0.01
-0.02
-0.00
-0.01
0.00
-0.00
-0.03
-0.00
0.02
0.00
-0.01
0.02
-0.01
-0.04
0.01
-0.02
-0.01
0.06
-0.05
0.00
0.04
0.02
0.03
-0.04
0.03
-0.04
-0.03
-0.00
-0.00
-0.01
0.08
-0.07
-0.05
-0.04
-0.01
-0.12
-0.02
-0.05
-0.14
-0.09

-0.01
0.00
-0.01
-0.00
-0.01
0.00
-0.00
0.01
-0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.02
0.01
-0.01
-0.02
0.01
-0.01
0.02
0.06
-0.03
-0.00
0.05
0.01
-0.00
-0.02
0.04
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
0.00
-0.01
0.05
-0.02
-0.04
-0.04
-0.01
-0.07
-0.01
-0.05
-0.08
-0.05

0.00
0.07
0.05
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.07
-0.01
-0.04
-0.00
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
0.13
-0.03
0.01
0.05
-0.00
0.04
-0.02
0.04
-0.03
-0.06
0.08
0.02
0.11
0.07
0.00
-0.00
0.02
-0.06
0.11
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.12
0.08
-0.01
0.17
0.10

-0.01
0.00
-0.01
-0.00
-0.01
0.00
-0.00
-0.00
0.00
0.02
-0.00
-0.01
0.02
-0.01
-0.03
0.01
-0.01
-0.00
0.06
-0.04
0.01
0.03
0.02
0.05
-0.04
0.04
-0.03
-0.02
-0.00
-0.00
-0.01
0.06
-0.04
-0.03
-0.04
-0.01
-0.10
0.01
-0.03
-0.11
-0.08

Notes: Sorted by seasonality then amplitude. Table reports, for each category, the number of products, the seasonal
amplitude, the peak quantity month, as well as the seasonal change in log price, log base price, promotional price rate,
and seasonal price change among unfeatured product-weeks.
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Table A.6: Robustness table for seasonal quantity amplitudes
Seasonal amplitude
Specification

64

Baseline
DMA competition
Time since last sale
Inverse hyperbolic sine
Partial month adjustment
OLS with price adjustment
OLS without price adjustment

# Categories

% Seasonal

Mean

p1

p10

p25

p50

p75

p90

p99

41
41
39
41
41
43
43

0.93
0.95
0.92
0.88
0.95
0.93
0.93

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.38
0.26
0.25
0.32

0.08
0.08
0.09
0.11
0.09
0.08
0.09

0.10
0.10
0.11
0.15
0.12
0.10
0.11

0.15
0.15
0.15
0.24
0.17
0.15
0.18

0.20
0.20
0.19
0.32
0.22
0.20
0.26

0.30
0.30
0.29
0.54
0.30
0.30
0.41

0.48
0.48
0.47
0.65
0.52
0.48
0.64

0.67
0.66
0.67
0.91
0.70
0.69
0.94

Notes: Each row is a different specification. For each specification, we exclude product categories with too-large standard errors, and then report the number of
product categories, the percent seasonal, and statistics on the distribution of seasonal amplitudes in quantities. “DMA competition” controls for the average log
price charged by other chains in the same DMA. “Time-since-last
sale” controls for the average number of weeks since the last promotional pricing period. Inverse


p
hyperbolic sine uses the inverse hyperbolic sine, ln q + q 2 + 1 , as the dependent variable. Partial month adjustment apportions the share of week which falls
in adjacent months to both months assuming sales occur uniformly over the week. OLS with price adjustment is identical to our baseline specification, except we
estimate by OLS rather than 2SLS. OLS without price adjustment drops all price controls, and includes only product-month dummies, product-store-year fixed
effects, and product-unemployment controls.

Table A.7: Robustness table for seasonal price changes
Price change, peak q month minus trough q month
Specification
Baseline
DMA competition
Time since last sale
Inverse hyperbolic sine

# Seasonal

% negative

Mean

p1

p10

p25

p50

p75

p90

p99

38
39
36
36

0.68
0.69
0.72
0.69

-0.02
-0.02
-0.01
-0.02

-0.14
-0.14
-0.14
-0.14

-0.07
-0.07
-0.07
-0.07

-0.04
-0.04
-0.04
-0.04

-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01

0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02

0.08
0.08
0.08
0.03

Notes: Each row is a different specification. For each specification, we exclude products with too-large standard errors, and then report the number of seasonal
products, the percent with negative price changes between seasonal trough and peak, and the distribution across products of seasonal price changes. See notes to
Table A.6 for an explanation of the different specifications.
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Table A.8: Robustness table for seasonal elasticity changes
Elasticity change, peak q month minus trough q month
Specification
Baseline
DMA competition
Time since last sale

# Seasonal

% negative

Mean

p1

p10

p25

p50

p75

p90

p99

38
39
36

0.61
0.62
0.64

-0.24
-0.21
-0.17

-3.83
-3.79
-1.10

-1.00
-0.96
-0.96

-0.56
-0.63
-0.58

-0.08
-0.07
-0.12

0.14
0.17
0.10

0.56
0.70
0.56

1.06
1.06
0.99

Notes: Each row is a different specification. For each specification, we exclude products with too-large standard errors, and then report the number of seasonal
products, the percent with negative elasticity changes between seasonal trough and peak, and the distribution (across products) of seasonal elasticity changes. See
notes to Table A.6 for an explanation of the different specifications.

Table A.9: Robustness table for price-benchmark price association
Demand specification

# Categories

Constant

(SE)

Slope

(SE)

41
41
39

-0.07
-0.07
-0.05

(0.06)
(0.06)
(0.06)

1.51
1.50
1.41

(0.90)
(0.89)
(0.84)

Baseline
DMA competition
Time since last sale

Notes: Table reports the results of a category level regression of the (category average) change in benchmark price
against the (category average) observed change in price, among seasonal products and excluding fresh fruit. Each row
uses a different specification to determine the change in benchmark price and benchmark price. See notes to Table A.6
for an explanation of the different specifications.

Table A.10: Elasticities, seasonal amplitudes, and shift in elasticities, quadratic specification
Statistic

Mean

10th percentile

Median

90th percentile

Elasticity (average)
Baseline
Quadratic

-2.73
-2.38

-4.04
-4.16

-2.65
-2.12

-1.81
-1.08

Seasonal shift in elasticity
Baseline
Quadratic

-0.06
-0.06

-0.70
-0.75

-0.05
-0.07

0.70
0.72

Quantity amplitude (log)
Baseline
Quadratic

0.25
0.25

0.10
0.10

0.20
0.20

0.48
0.48

Notes: Table reports the distribution of the indicated statistic, across seasonal categories, for the baseline specification
and for the quadratic specification. The sample consists of the 35 categories with a strong first stage (underidentification
rejected at p < 0.05, F-statistic for test of weak identification > 23.1). All 35 categories are seasonal. Note the categories
underlying the “baseline” and “quadratic” rows are the same. The seasonal shift in elasticity reports the estimated
change in elasticity between peak and trough month if prices were fixed at their store-product average.
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Elasticity with date fixed effects
-4
-3
-2
-1

0

Figure A.4: Elasticity estimates are highly similar with week fixed effects

45-degree line

-5

Elasticity w/date FE = 0.01 + 1.03*(Elasticity without)
-5

-4

-3
-2
Baseline elasticity

-1

0

Notes: Figure plots, for each module, the estimated elasticity obtained from a specification with week fixed effects (i.e.
one per date in the data), against the estimated elasticity from our baseline specification, which includes month and
year fixed effects, along with the OLS fit.

Table A.11: Time-since-last sale matters much more for storable products than for perishable products
Product grouping
Perishable
Storable

Average ∆η,
Baseline

Average ∆η
controlling for time-since-last sale

Average coefficient
on time-since-last sale

-0.0689
0.0697

-0.1487
0.0599

0.0013
0.0030

Notes: Table shows the validity of the time-since-last sale control as a proxy for storability incentives. While the estimated change in elasticities is robust to controlling for time-since-last sale, we see that time-since-last sale has a much
stronger effect on quantities for storable products than for perishable ones, as we would expect from a model of storability. Table reports the average ∆η (across products) in the baseline specification and in the robustness specification,
and the average coefficient on time-since-last sale. The storable products are defined as canned soup, toilet tissue, soft
drinks (carbonated or low calorie), and detergent. The non-storable products are orange juice, yogurt, and milk.
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Household panel amplitude (levels, normalized by average q)
0
.2
.4
.6
.8
1
1.2

Figure A.5: Amplitudes are correlated between retail and household data

45-degree line

Correlation = 0.816
0

.2

.4
.6
.8
Retail panel amplitude (logs)

1

1.2

Notes: Figure plots, for each module, the estimated seasonal amplitude in the retail data against the estimated seasonal
amplitude in the household data. The seasonal amplitude estimates for the retail data does incorporate price adjustments using our baselines specification and instrumental variable approach.
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B

Base Price Algorithm

Overview
We suggest a simple and straightforward algorithm to construct “base” prices allowing for
time-varying base prices. Traditionally (e.g., Hendel and Nevo (2003, 2013)), ad-hoc procedures
have been used to establish these base prices (e.g., single base price over a predetermined time
period), and thus subsequently the promotional periods that are further inferred from price deviations (e.g., beyond a threshold) from the base price. For example, Hendel and Nevo (2003) establish the base price at a particular period to be the modal price observed for that product over the
two years, and define a “promo” as any period where the price is 5 percent below this level. Our
algorithm is different from the literature in three ways. First, we do not predetermine the number
of base prices over a fixed length of time. Second, the algorithm is robust to various depth of either
price dips or jumps (i.e., we do not need to take a stance on the minimum/maximum price difference between base and non-base prices). Third, selection of the parameters for the algorithm can
be guided by documented practices of grocery retailers, as well as the price path and promotion
activity for stores with information on both.
The algorithm is robust to instances of retailers in the Nielsen retail scanner dataset which have
pricing schedules that do no align with the Nielsen reporting week. For those retailers and weeks
with multiple prices our base price algorithm is likely to be less prone to incorrectly inferring
changes in the base price, because of the algorithms built in accommodation for measurement
error in prices.
Figure B.1: Example of base and actual prices

Notes: The figure plots the weekly time series of the observed price per unit of a 10.75 oz can of Campbell’s Chicken
Noodle Soup, and the imputed base price, for the largest store in our data, given γ1 =5 and γ2 =7. Our data use
agreement prohibits us from disclosing the price of individual UPCs, so we cannot label the y-axis of this figure.
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Table B.1: Base Price Summary Statistics
% missing
No. of base price
% p > base price
% promo
Promo depth (%)

Mean
0.0032
4.46
0.07
0.22
-0.25

25th
0
3
0
0.08
-0.3

Median
0
4
0.06
0.21
-0.24

75t h
0
6
0.12
0.35
-0.18

The table reports the summary statistics of base price and promotion per store-year given γ1 =5 and γ2 =7.

As an example, Figure B.1 plots observed prices and the imputed base prices for canned soup
for the store with the most canned soup sales in our data. Inspection of the figure reveals that each
year has one or two obvious base prices (except 2009), and the algorithm correctly identifies these
as such. In some years price is a base price but in other years it is a promotional price, and the
algorithm successfully distinguishes between these cases. Our algorithm does well at avoiding
false negatives, and successfully distinguishes between promotions and base prices that occur at
the same dollar value. On the other hand, the algorithm has trouble with long-lasting spells of
promotional prices; for example, in 2006 and 2007, the algorithm detects a base price drop where
there is (likely) none. Implementing the algorithm requires that we specify hyperparameters that
let us trade off these false negatives and false positives. In selecting these hyperparameters, we
have erred on the side of caution, with a low false negative rate for base price changes.

Base price algorithm in detail
From a time series of observed weekly prices, (pt )t=T
t=τ , for each product and each store, the
56 The
algorithm constructs a time series of “base” prices, (bt )t=T
t=τ , over the same set of weeks.
algorithm requires two parameters–the maximum consecutive weeks allowed for a promo period
(γ1 − 1) and the minimum length of weeks required for non-promo period (γ2 ).
To present in more detail the specifics of the algorithm, an example time series of prices (pt )
is presented in the second column of table B.2. The price path exhibited in table B.2 indicates
that a typical price dip lasts one week. From pt , it is evident that there are likely two sets of base
prices. The first base price is 1.0 during weeks 1-3 and 8-11. The second base price is 0.8 during
weeks 4-7. Among these base prices, a promotional price of 0.4 is run during week 4, and 0.6
during week 6. Akin to what would be experienced in the price paths of the Nielsen dataset,
it appears that a modest deviation from the base price is experienced during week 9 when the
observed price increases to $1.1 for just one week. Ideally, the base price algorithm would be able
to distinguish between the two base prices of a 1.0 and 0.8, without incorrectly attributing the
other prices observed in the time series to base prices.
The first step of the algorithm detects smooth base prices during price dips. We use the hyperparameter (γ1 ) and construct the lower envelope of both a “forward” and “backward” γ1 -period
cumulative maximum of the observed time series of prices to construct the candidate time series
of base prices. In the example, we let γ1 = 2 based on the observation that price dips last one week
typically. The “forward” 2-period cumulative maximum (pft ) is reported in the third column, and
the “backward” 2-period cumulative maximum (pbt ) is reported in the fourth column. To construct
56

(pt )t=T
t=τ would not have any missing values as they are already imputed by the median chain-state-week prices.
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Table B.2: An Example Price Path: Minimax/Maximin filter-smoother
t
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

pt

pft

pbt

b̃t

b̃ft

b̃bt

bt

1.0
1.0
1.0
0.4
0.8
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.1
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.8
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.8
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.0
-

1.0
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
1.0
1.1
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
1.0
1.0
1.0
-

1.0
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Notes: The table provides an example of the minimax (first) filter-smoother step of the base price algorithm, as well as
the maximin (second) filter-smoother step for a hypothetical observed time series path of prices. The second column
presents the observed price series (pt ). The third column (pft ) presents the “forward” γ1 = 2-period cumulative maximum, and the fourth column (pbt ) presents the “backward” γ1 = 2-period cumulative maximum. The fifth column
(b̃t ) presents the lower envelope of the two cumulative maximum series by taking the period-wise minimum. The
sixth column presents the resulting price series from the first step (b̃t ). The seventh column (b̃ft ) presents the “forward”
γ2 = 2-period cumulative minimum, and the eighth column (b̃bt ) presents the “backward” γ2 = 2-period cumulative
minimum. Finally, the last column (bt ) presents the upper envelope of the two cumulative minimum series by taking
the period-wise minimum.

the lower envelope of these two price series, we take the period-wise minimum of both of these
series to construct the first step’s candidate base price time series. We call this step of the algorithm
the minimax filter-smoother step, and report the resulting time series in the fifth column (b̃t ).
In case of price paths where promotions never lasted longer than γ1 − 1 periods, the minimax
filter-smoother step could almost perfectly identify base prices from promotional prices. However,
in the event that small week-to-week deviations in prices occur for likely idiosyncratic reasons
tied to measurement or reporting issues, this single step will still yield a modest amount of noise
in the construction of the base price. Given the minimax formulation of the first step, positive
measurement errors, like the one experienced in week nine, are likely to be the most influential to
the base price construction. For example, at the culmination of the minimax step of the algorithm,
week nine posits that the base price for that period is 1.1, a price that only occurs once in the time
series, and is much more likely to be the consequence of measurement error.
To ameliorate the algorithm’s sensitivity to these sorts of measurement errors, the second step
of the algorithm detects smooth base prices during price jumps or short dips. In particular, the
maximum length of the autocorrelation of measurement errors will be controlled by the hyperparameter, γ2 . Another way to view this hyperparameter is the minimum uninterrupted sequence
length a base price must have over the duration of its spell.
We let the upper envelope of both a “forward” and “backward” γ2 -period cumulative minimum of the time series of candidate base prices resulting from the first step (b̃t ) to construct the
final candidate time series of base prices, (bt ). In our example, data shows that the typical plateau
periods last at least two weeks, and therefore we set γ2 =2. In table B.2, the “forward” 2-period cu-
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mulative minimum of the first step’s base price time series is reported in the sixth column (b̃ft ). The
“backward” 2-period cumulative minimum of the observed time series is reported in the seventh
column (b̃bt ). To construct the upper envelope of these two price series, we take the period-wise
maximum of both of these series to construct the second step’s final candidate base price time
series, bt . We call this step of the algorithm the maximin filter-smoother step. As was desired, this
second step has the effect of smoothing over the short-lived idiosyncratic price increases that are
less likely to be base prices and more likely to be the result of measurement error.
In summary, the base price algorithm is a straightforward implementation of two filter-smoother
steps that both have the interpretation of a minimax (maximin) approach. Both steps are parameterized by separate hyperparameters, γ1 and γ2 , respectively. The specific details of each step in
the algorithm are provided below.
Steps for Base Price Identification
For any given observed time series of prices (pt )t=T
t=τ and a set of hyperparameters (γ1 , γ2 ),
1. Minimax(γ1 ) filter-smoother:
• Construct γ1 period forward cumulative max of the observed price series, pft .
pft = max{pt , pt−1 , ..., pt−(γ1 −1) },

∀τ + (γ1 − 1) ≤ t ≤ T

• Construct γ1 period backward cumulative max of the observed price series, pbt .
pbt = max{pt , pt+1 , ..., pt+(γ1 −1) },

∀τ ≤ t ≤ T + (γ1 − 1)

• Take period-wise minimum of the two price series b̃t = min{pft , pbt }.
b̃t = min{pft , pbt },

∀τ ≤ t ≤ T

2. Maximin(γ2 ) filter-smoother:
• Construct γ2 period forward cumulative min of the observed price series, b̃ft .
b̃ft = min{b̃t , b̃t−1 , ..., b̃t−(γ1 −1) },

∀τ + (γ1 − 1) ≤ t ≤ T

• Construct γ2 period backward cumulative min of the observed price series, b̃bt .
b̃bt = min{b̃t , b̃t+1 , ..., b̃t+(γ1 −1) },

∀τ ≤ t ≤ T + (γ1 − 1)

• Take period-wise maximum of the two price series bt .
bt = max{b̃ft , b̃bt },

∀τ ≤ t ≤ T

The resulting price series, bt , is the base price for the algorithm with hyperparameters (γ1 , γ2 ).

Base price algorithm validity check: The Dominick’s dataset
In this section, we evaluate how closely the base price algorithm mimics the promotion practices of retailers. To provide such an assessment, we leverage the promotional activities reported
in an alternative scanner dataset of the now defunct grocery retailer, Dominick’s, that operated
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Table B.3: Summary statistics for Dominick’s price of Campbell’s Chicken Noodle Soup
Variable
Price ($/can)
Simple discount
Impute

Mean

Overall std.

Within std.

0.57
0.08
0.03

0.096
0.281
0.180

0.094
0.280
0.168

Source: Kilts Marketing Center University of Chicago, Dominick’s Data. Notes: The table shows summary statistics
for the 31,567 store-week observations of prices and promotional activities for the 10.75 oz can of Campbell’s Chicken
Noodle Soup. The weekly price observations come from 85 stores over an average of 372 weeks (per store).

about 100 stores in the Chicagoland area until 2013.57 Much like the Nielsen dataset, the Dominick’s data contains weekly information on the posted price and quantity sold for each product
in each store in each week. In contrast to the Nielsen data, the Dominick’s scanner dataset also
reports for each product-store-week whether or not the product was on promotion that week. In
particular, the dataset provides promotion in three measures–“Bonus Buy,” “Coupon,” or “Simple
Price Reduction.” Although we have discovered that sometimes promotional activities are underor miss-reported in Dominick’s scanner data, this dataset offers a unique opportunity to validate
our base price algorithm in a grocery retail environment.
In preliminary analysis, the canned soup category displayed the most variation at seasonal frequencies. Consequently, for this exercise, we focus on one of the most popular items in the canned
soup category, Campbell’s Chicken Noodle Soup. The Dominick’s dataset never reports the use
of “Coupon” promotional activity. Furthermore, preliminary regressions reveal that “Bonus Buy”
promotional activity is not closely linked to changes in per unit prices. In fact, in a regression of
the logarithm of the per unit price on indicator for “Bonus Buy” and “Simple Price Reduction,”
together with a set of month-price tier fixed effects, the estimated size of the price effect of a product being on “Bonus Buy” in that store-week is less than the benchmark threshold (10 percent)
used in our baseline analysis. We also strongly reject the null hypothesis that the effect on prices
of the two promotional activities is the same. Given that the objective of our algorithm is to infer
promotional activities through changes in prices, we focus our validation exercise in picking up
“Simple Price Discounts.”
Table B.3 presents some stylized facts about the prices for Campbell’s Chicken Noodle Soup in
the Dominick’s dataset. The sample consists of an unbalanced panel of 85 stores reporting prices
and units sold from September 20, 1989 to May 7, 1997. During this time period the average price
was 57 cents, and was put on a “simple price discount” in 8 percent of store-weeks, a modest
decrease from the frequency of promotion that we found in our main analysis. In the aggregate
time series, Campbell’s Chicken Noodle Soup was on discount in at least one Dominick’s store in
8 percent of weeks over the time period of our sample. Lastly, the extent of imputed prices due to
a store-week not reporting any sales is minimal comprising 3 percent of store-weeks.
As was documented for retailers more generally by DellaVigna and Gentzkow (2019), Dominick’s also exhibited relatively homogenous pricing at the product level across its 100 stores in
any given week. To the extent that there are across-store differences in posted prices of a product
for a given week, they are explained by the 12 price zones Dominick’s used to set their prices at
57
This dataset is also made available by the Kilts Center for Marketing at the University of Chicago, and was
used in the analysis of Chevalier et al. (2003) and Nevo and Hatzitaskos (2005). For more information, see
https://www.chicagobooth.edu/research/kilts/datasets/dominicks.
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Table B.4: Type I and type II error rates of base price algorithm
Discount
Hyperparamters
γ1 = 4, γ2 = 6
γ1 = 5, γ2 = 7
γ1 = 6, γ2 = 8

Type I

Type II

0.10
0.10
0.10

0.04
0.04
0.04

Discount
Non-missing
Type I Type II
0.09
0.10
0.09

0.04
0.04
0.04

Source: Kilts Marketing Center University of Chicago, Dominick’s Data. Notes: Type I and II error rates for identification of promotional prices of the 31,567 store-week observations of prices for the 10.75 oz can of Campbell’s Chicken
Noodle Soup of the base price algorithm. The weekly price observations come from 85 stores over an average of 372
weeks (per store), together with the reported promotional activities reported by Dominick’s. Type I error rates are
defined as the percent of weeks defined as a promo conditional on Dominick’s not reporting that store-week as having
a promotion, and type II error rates are defined as the percent of weeks defined as non-promo week conditional on
Dominick’s reporting that store-week as having a promotion.

four different price tiers. To this point, while store (price tier) fixed effects explain as little as 4 (2.6)
percent of the variation in prices over the 85 stores and 400 weeks, a set of week-of-sample fixed
effects explains as much 90 percent of the variation. We exploit the almost uniform pricing within
a price tier to infer missing prices before we implement our algorithm.
The assessment of the algorithm is done by three steps. First, for store-weeks in which price is
missing because no quantity is sold, we impute prices with the median price experienced in all the
stores of that price tier. Second, we use our base price algorithm to impute base prices from the
time series of weekly prices for a 10.75 ounce can of Campbell’s Chicken Noodle Soup (our modal
product for the canned soup category) in each of the stores in the Dominick’s dataset. Third, we
compare the implied promotional activities by the algorithm with those reported by Dominick’s
for that product-store-week.
Table B.4 reports the type I and type II error rates of our base price algorithm for three sets of
hyperparamters (γ1 , γ2 ). We define type I error rates as the percent of weeks defined as a promo
by the algorithm conditional on Dominick’s not reporting that store-week as having a promotion. Type II error rates are defined as the percent of weeks defined as non-promo week by the
algorithm conditional on Dominick’s reporting that store-week as having a promotion. The “Discount” columns report the error rates for all store-weeks, and in the last two columns we restrict
the store-week observations to only those that did not require any price imputation. Due to the
under- or false reporting from Dominick’s, the error rates are likely to be overestimated.
Several clear patterns emerge from table B.4. First, the performance of the algorithm appears
relatively stable across the alternative choices of hyperparameters. The robustness of the algorithm to these hyperparameters is comforting, and was discussed in relation to our baseline sample in more detail earlier. Second, the type I and II error rates are modest, and given the likely
measurement error in underreporting some promotional activity likely overestimates of the true
false-positives and false-negatives. For instance, as soon as you restrict the evaluation to simple
discounts and periods in which no prices had to be imputed, the maximum error rate (across both
type I and II and sets of hyperparameters) is 10 percent. As we will show next, it’s highly likely
some of these errors of the algorithm are due to measurement error in Dominick’s data.
To provide some casual evidence to support our view that the error rates reported in table B.4
are conservative, we also report some particular instances of the observed time series of prices
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Figure B.2: Dominicks case study examples

Source: Kilts Marketing Center University of Chicago, Dominick’s Data. Notes: The figure reports the time series for
two stores over several weeks of the observed price of a 10.75 oz can of Campbell’s Chicken Noodle Soup (in blue),
together with the base price (in red), as well as gray lines denoting the weeks in which Dominick’s reported that a price
discount was used in that store-week.
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as well as the imputed base price for a couple of stores. In particular, figure B.2 reports the time
series for two stores (stores 2 and 86) over several weeks of the sample, as well as the promotional
activity reported by Dominick’s over those weeks.
Several instances of false reporting on the part of Dominick’s are evident from this figure. In
particular, a price discount in week 217 for store 2, and week 231 and 233 for store 86, seems is not
reported by Dominick’s. Contrast those periods, with the reported price discount that Dominick’s
reported as having occurred in week 234 in store 86. Of course, if the $0.65 price in week 234 was in
fact a price discount, it seems difficult to reconcile why the remaining weeks of that month would
not also have been considered a price discount. These patterns indicate that measurement error
may exist in the Dominick’s reporting of promotional activities, resulting in inflated type I and II
error rates of our base price algorithm. In this light, we view the stable and strong performance
of the base price algorithm in this sample of retailer behavior as providing substantial support for
its use more systematically in the Nielsen Retail Scanner dataset used in the baseline analysis.

C

Details on strength of the first stage

This appendix presents evidence on the strength of the first stage relationship. Recall that our
estimating equation is Equation 4, reproduced here:
ln Qjcdt =

12
X

αjm 1 {Montht = m}

m=1

+ ηj (ln Pjcdt − ln Pjcdt ) +

12
X

ηjm 1 {Montht = m} (ln Pjcdt − ln Pjcdt )

m=1

+ γi unemploymentcdt + θjcdy + εqjcdt .
To estimate this equation,
we treat ln Pjcdt as endogenous. We also impose the normalizaitons that
P12
P
12
α
η
=
0,
m=1 jm = 0. These normalizaitons imply that we have twelve endogenous
m=1 jm
variables to estimate, defined by the interactions between price and the month indicators.
We instrument for these endogenous regressors using twelve interactions between month and
our “Hausman”-style instrument, the out-of-market price. The out-of-market price is defined as
⋆
ln Pjcdt
=

1
Njct − 1

X

ln Pjcdt .

d′ ̸=d

⋆
Here Njct is the number of DMAs in which chain c sells product j in week t. ln Pjcdt
is the average
log price charged for category j by chain c in week t, excluding DMA d.
We assess the strength of the first stage relationship in two ways, separately for each category.
First we test the null of underidentification, i.e. that at least one of the first stage coefficients is
zero. We report p-values for underidentification based on the (Kleibergen and Paap, 2006) LM
statistic. Second, we test the null of weak identification, i.e. that at least one first stage coefficient
is near enough to zero to cause finite sample bias. We use the Cragg-Donald F-statistic. In the just
identified case (our case), Olea and Pflueger (2013) show that the Cragg-Donald F-statistic has a
critical value of at most 23.1 for rejecting the null hypothesis that the finite sample bias is at least
10 percent.
Appendix Table C.1 reports on the distribution, across categories, of first stage f-statistics and
p-values. For the typical category our first stage is quite strong. However for one category we
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Table C.1: Distribution of first stage diagnostic statistics, across categories
Share of F statistics less than ...
10
23.1
230

0 / 43
1 / 43
1 / 43

Share of p-values statistics less than ...
.1
.05
.01

42 / 43
41 / 43
33 / 43

Notes: Top panel reports the share (across categories) of Cragg-Donald F-statistics less than the indicated amount. 23.1
is the rule-of-thumb critical value suggested by Olea and Pflueger (2013). Bottom panel reports the share of p-values
(across categories) for the null hypothesis of underidentification, based on the Kleibergen and Paap (2006) LM statistic.

cannot reject that our instruments may be weak, and for two categories we cannot reject (at the five
percent level) underidentification. It turns out that the module with possible weak identification
also does not reject underidentification, so our first stage is potentially weak for two modules. In
our empirical analysis we exclude these modules.

D

Using a permutation test to investigate finite-sample bias

This appendix describes a placebo test to assess the bias in our estimated seasonal amplitudes.
To understand the bias, recall that we define the seasonal amplitude based on Equation 4, which
we reproduce here:
ln Qjcdt =

12
X

αjm 1 {Montht = m}

m=1

+ ηj (ln Pjcdt − ln Pjcdt ) +

12
X

ηjm 1 {Montht = m} (ln Pjcdt − ln Pjcdt )

m=1

+ γi unemploymentcdt + θjcdy + εqjcdt .
Our measure of seasonal amplitude in demand for category j is the peak-trough difference in
demand, at a fixed price:
Amplitudej = max α̂jm − min α̂jm ,
m

m

This biased in finite samples because the α̂jm are estimated with error, so the largest will be too
large and the smallest too small, at least in expectation.
We quantify this bias using a placebo test. Specifically, for each category, we re-estimate Equation 4, 500 times, but in each iteration we randomly permute the months (within chain-market).
This placebo test imposes the null of no seasonal effect. However by chance some of the imputed
months will have positive residual demand and some will have negative residual demand, and
hence we will find a positive amplitude.
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The permutation test provides two useful statistics. First we can assess the likelihood of seeing
a result at least as large as our estimate, under the null of no seasonality. Panel A of D.1 shows
that this probability is zero, for each category. Specifically, the figure plots the maximal amplitude
estimated across iterations of the permutation test against the actual amplitude estimated at the
true data. Each point is below the 45 degree line, meaning the actual estimate is always larger
than the maximal estimate from the permuted data.
Second, we use the placebo test to measure the bias in our amplitudes—how large would they
be absent seasonality. We define the bias in a given category as the average amplitude estimated
in the placebo samples (with randomly permuted months). We plot the distribution of this bias,
as a percent of the estimated seasonal amplitude, in Panel B of D.1. The average bias is about 4
percent, and the maximal bias is 15 percent. Overall we conclude that finite sample bias does not
have a large effect on our estimates of seasonality.
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Maximum amplitude from randomly permuted months
0
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Figure D.1: Finite sample bias is small

A. Maximum simulated vs. estimated amplitude

45-degree line

0

.1

.2

.3
.4
.5
Estimated amplitude

.6

.7

.3

B. Distribution of bias relative to amplitude

0

.1

Density

.2

Mean: 4.3%
10th percentile 1.4%
90th percentile: 8.7%

0

3
6
9
12
Bias as a percent of estimated amplitude

15

Notes: To construct the figure, we estimate Equation 4, 500 times for each category, randomly each chain-market’s
month in each iteration. We obtain an estimated seasonal amplitude for each category-iteration, and calculate the
maximal amplitude and the mean amplitude (across the permutations). The top panel plots the maximal amplitude
from these permutation iterations, for each category, against the actual estimated amplitude. The bottom panel plots
distribution of mean (permutation) amplitudes, as a percent of the actual estimate (on a 0-100 scale).
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